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ABSTRACT
LEANDRO, DE S. R. Fast Code Exploration for Pipeline Processing in FPGA Accelerators.
2019. 138 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Matemática Computacional) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São Paulo, São
Carlos – SP, 2019.

The increasing demand for energy efficient computing has endorsed the usage of Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays to create hardware accelerators for large and complex codes. However, implementing such accelerators involve two complex decisions. The first one lies in deciding which
code snippet is the best to create an accelerator, and the second one lies in how to implement
the accelerator. When considering both decisions concomitantly, the problem becomes more
complicated since the code snippet implementation affects the code snippet choice, creating a
combined design space to be explored. As such, a fast design space exploration for the accelerators implementation is crucial to allow the exploration of different code snippets. However,
such design space exploration suffers from several time-consuming tasks during the compilation
and evaluation steps, making it not a viable option to the snippets exploration. In this work,
we focus on the efficient implementation of pipelined hardware accelerators and present our
contributions on speeding up the pipelines creation and their design space exploration. Towards
loop pipelining, the proposed approaches achieve up to 100× speed-up when compared to the
state-uf-the-art methods, leading to 164 hours saving in a full design space exploration with
less than 1% impact in the final results quality. Towards design space exploration, the proposed
methods achieve up to 9.5× speed-up, keeping less than 1% impact in the results quality.
Keywords: Field-Programmable Gate Array, High-Level Synthesis, Pipeline, Design Space
Exploration.

RESUMO
LEANDRO, DE S. R. Exploração Rápida de Códigos para Processamento Pipeline em
Aceleradores FPGA. 2019. 138 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e
Matemática Computacional) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade
de São Paulo, São Carlos – SP, 2019.

A demanda crescente por computação energeticamente eficiente tem endossado o uso de FieldProgrammable Gate Arrays para a criação de aceleradores de hardware para códigos grandes e
complexos. Entretanto, a implementação de tais aceleradores envolve duas decições complexas.
O primeiro reside em decidir qual trecho de código é o melhor para se criar o acelerador, e o
segundo reside em como implemental tal acelerador. Quando ambas decisões são comsideradas
concomitantemente, o problema se torna ainda mais complicado dado que a implemetação
do trecho de código afeta a seleção dos trechos de código, criando um espaço de projeto
combinatorial a ser explorado. Dessa forma, uma exploração do espaço de projeto rápida para
a implementação de aceleradores é crucial para habilitar a exploração de diferentes trechos
de código. Contudo, tal exploração do espaço de projeto é impedida por várias taferas que
consumem tempo durante os passos de compilação a análise, o que faz da exploração de trechos
de códigos inviável. Neste trabalho, focamos na implementação eficiente de aceleradores pipeline
em hardware e apresentamos nossas contribuições para o aceleramento da criações de pipelines e
de sua exploração do espaço de projeto. Referente à criação de pipelines, as abordagens propostas
alcançam uma aceleração de até 100× quando comparadas às abordagens do estado-da-arte,
levando à economia de 164 horas em uma exploração de espaço de projeto completa com menos
de 1% de impacto na qualidade dos resultados. Referente à exploração do espaço de projeto, as
abordagens propostas alcançam uma aceleração de até 9.5×, mantendo menos de 1% de impacto
na qualidade dos resultados.
Palavras-chave: Field Programmable Gate Arrays, Síntese em Alto Nível, Pipeline, Exploração
do Espaço de Projeto.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

For the past years, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been shown to be
promising platforms to achieve computational FLOPS/Watt performance comparable to Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) while achieving higher energy efficiency (Mittal and Vetter 2014).
Such energy efficiency makes FPGA promising platforms to accelerate the next generations of
Neural Networks (Nurvitadhi et al. 2017), Sparse Matrix Algebra (Giefers et al. 2016), network
applications (Nurvitadhi et al. 2016), financial market applications (Schryver et al. 2011), image
processing (Fowers et al. 2012), and data centres (Weerasinghe et al. 2015). As a result, a
common configuration is to have GPP acting as a host and FPGA as a hardware accelerator.
Such applications are usually not implemented as a whole in FPGA for two main reasons.
The first one is that the applications are too large and would not fit in FPGA. The second reason
if that such applications have parts that are suitable to be implemented in FPGA, while other
parts are more suitable to be processed on traditional General Purpose Processors (GPPs) or
GPU (Escobar, Chang and Valderrama 2016).
An application code can be separated in different forms, creating a combinatorial number
of possible partitions to be executed on the host and the accelerator. Each “part” of the partitioned
code is called “snippet”. High-Level Synthesis (HLS) compilers (Nane et al. 2016) have been
adopted in this scenario, which mitigates the creation of hardware accelerators from high-level
languages (typically a C-like one).
For FPGA accelerators, snippets can be implemented in different ways, resulting in
different throughputs, resources usage, and power consumptions. To control how a snippet is
mapped on the FPGA, HLS languages provide several directives, making the possible number of
implementations a combination of all possible values of the directives. A snipped implementation
in FPGA is called kernel, and the set of its characteristics as resources usage, power consumption,
throughput, and frequency are generically called “kernel metrics”, or “hardware metrics”. Figure
1 exemplifies an application code partitioned in different ways, each one with many possible
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Figure 1 – Different code partitions with different possible implementations.

Source: Elaborated by the author.

different implementations.
As such, the Design Space Exploration (DSE) has two fronts. The first being the code
partition exploration, which consists in deciding which code snippets will be implemented as
hardware accelerators and which will be executed by the host. The second front is the kernel
DSE, which consists in deciding which values for each possible directive given by the HLS
compiler will return the desired hardware metrics.
However, the kernel implementation affects the code snippets choice, making the whole
problem a combination of both explorations. We define the simultaneous exploration of both
fronts as “global DSE” and the kernel implementation exploration as “local DSE”.
Figure 2 presents a global DSE flow overview, where the code is partitioned, and
each partition is used to generate several kernels, which are compiled by HLS tools. After
compilation, the hardware resources usage, maximum frequency, number of clock cycles, and
energy consumption (namely “hardware metrics”) are used to select the best designs, which is
generally done through Pareto-curve analysis.
The HLS tools’ role in Figure 2 is to create a hardware design for the given kernel code
input. Figure 3 expands the “HLS tools” box in Figure 2 to detail the local DSE flows performed
within the HLS tools.
In Figure 3, the local DSE is performed by selecting between appropriated values for
the available directives (namely “a configuration”), then the configured design is compiled,
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Figure 2 – Global DSE flow overflow.
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Figure 3 – Local DSE flow overview.
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generating the hardware metrics. The hardware metrics can be estimated at high-level or at
Hardware Description Language (HDL) level, or can be actually measured after the design full
implementation. The hardware metrics are usually used as feedback to the local DSE methods to
help deciding new and better configurations iteratively.
Thus, a fast local DSE is crucial to make the global DSE feasible. Thus we focus the
contributions of this thesis in exploring and accelerating the local DSE.
The boxes highlighted in pink, in Figure 3, represent points where this thesis focus
its efforts. We identified that the loop pipelining directive is a bottleneck that can make the
local DSE inviable, and propose two new loop pipelining techniques that reduce the asymptotic
computation time, removing it as a local DSE bottleneck. We propose a “directives selection”
paradigm shift to improve the local DSE speed, and precision, which is demonstrated by means
of a new proposed approached to explore the resources constraints, loop pipelining, and loop
unrolling directives.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a detailed bibliographic review and related works on the code partition
problem, DSE methods, hardware metrics estimation, and loops directives. This review allows
us to highlight the open problems in the area, to which we focus our efforts.
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Chapter 3 presents a quantization of the design space provided by the main HLS tools,
which is necessary to understand the size and nature of the DSE problem. The quantization
reveals that loop pipelining is a HLS bottleneck that can make it impracticable.
Chapter 4 presents a review on the state-of-the-art methods to create loop pipelines and
present two new methods to speed-up loop pipelining.
Chapter 5 presents a comparison between the related works on local DSE and a new
proposed “white-box” paradigm for developing methods to accelerate it. Furthermore, we present
new “white-box”-based exploration methods for resources constraints, loop pipelining and loop
unrolling.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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2
RELATED WORKS

As introduced in Chapter 1, global DSE is composed of several sub-areas. The goal of
this chapter is to present a literature review on each of the areas, highlighting the state-of-the-art
for each one and the open problems.
The first sub-area is the code partitioning problem, which consists of, given a code,
deciding which snippets are the most suitable/adequate to implement accelerators. Section 2.1
presents the related works on code partitioning.
The second sub-area is the local DSE problem, which consists in, given a code snippet,
deciding which directives will result in the best hardware metrics combinations. This problem is
usually a multi-objective one, since FPGA implementations have a trade-off between hardware
resources usage and design performance. As such, local DSE tries to find a set of designs that
result in the best balancing between resources usage and design speed. Section 2.2 presents the
related works on local DSE.
The third sub-area is the hardware metrics estimation problem, which consists in, given a
code snippet and a set of directives, estimating the hardware resources usage of the final design,
maximum frequency, energy consumption and “speed” (clock cycles, latency, or execution time).
The hardware metrics estimation is an important step to allow a fast local DSE since good
estimations allow to skip the time-consuming hardware synthesis, mapping and routing. Section
2.3 presents the related works on metrics estimation.

2.1.

Related Works on Code Partitioning

This section presents the works in literature focusing specifically on the code partitioning
problem, aiming to identify why global DSE is still an open problem. We are not analysing the
methods and its results since this is out of this thesis scope.
As stated in Chapter 1, the local DSE process is often not-viable due to the time-
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consuming steps involved and the large design space formed by the directives. As such, many
approaches in the literature avoid adopting local DSE to enable the global DSE by using a
single high-level estimation performance, ignoring the possible hardware implementation of
each kernel code.
Examples of approaches that fit in this category are: Guo et al. 2005, and Castro et al.
2015, which use GPP profile execution frequency for loop selection; Sotomayor et al. 2015,
which use GPP profiling to select candidate loops for later user selection; Oppermann and Koch
2016, which uses a HLS execution model for loop selection.
Another common way to avoid the need of local DSE is to compile the kernel to a
particular architecture, thus eliminating the huge design spaces when targeting FPGA accelerators.
These approaches map all candidate loops into accelerators, also removing the trade-offs selection
in the global DSE.
Examples of approaches that fit in this category are: Kenter, Vaz and Plessl 2014, which
selects all vectorizable loops and maps them to a “vector personality”; Vandierendonck, Rul and
Bosschere 2010, which finds parallel loop regions and maps them to a threaded architecture;
Matai et al. 2016, which selects kernels based on templates matching.
All works in this scope agree that the bulk of the computations are located within the
code loops, focusing only on loops selection.
There are many approaches in the literature attacking the partition problem, also called
“hardware-software co-design”, focusing on specific applications. However, such works are out
of the scope of this thesis.
All works presented in this section cannot be said to deal with the global DSE problem as
stated in Chapter 1 since they use methods to eliminate the kernels local DSE. The usage of such
methods are justified and required due to the lack of efficient local DSE methods. Furthermore,
these works highlight the global DSE dependency on accelerator performance knowledge.
We can conclude that local DSE and the ability to evaluate the accelerators performance
are requirements to allow global DSE code partition, motivating the rest of this thesis.

2.2.

Related Works on Local DSE

This section summarizes related works on accelerating local DSE for HLS FPGA designs,
highlighting the approach used in order to define where are the best opportunities and methods
to do so.

Schafer, Takenaka and Wakabayashi 2009 Presents the Adaptive Simulated Annealing DSE
(ASA). The method uses two parameters to weight the design speed and hardware resources
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usage, and varies the parameters. The synthesized hardware metrics are used to create
statistical models to decide the configuration values for the method’s next iteration.
Schafer and Wakabayashi 2012 presents the Machine Learning Predictive DSE (MLP). The
method starts generating and synthesizing random design configurations, until reach a
threshold, when it creates a ML-based model to create hardware metrics estimations. A
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to explore more designs with the model.
Schafer and Wakabayashi 2012 presents the Divide and Conquer Exploration Algorithm (DCExpA), which is based on two previous works: ASA, which is a slow convergence method,
but finds good solutions, and the Clustering Design Space Exploration Acceleration
(Schafer and Wakabayashi 2010), which is focused on quickly finding sub-optimal Pareto
curves.
DC-ExpA uses the CyberWorkBench compiler (which we will refer by "Cyber") (Wakabayashi and Schafer 2008), and uses synthesis results to feed back the DSE. The DSE is
made in an hierarchical approach, where the code is parsed into a tree of (loops, f unctions, arrays)
and all the leaves are explored first and the other nodes are recursively explored in a children to parent order.
The design space reduction is achieved since only subspace of different code partitions is
explored. Furthermore, each partition has a specific type (loop, function, array) allowing
only a subset of directives to be applied.
Liu and Carloni 2013 presents the “Transductive Experimental Design” approach, which consists in a methodology to compare and select the best DSE learning-based methods in the
literature.
First the design space size is highlighted in order to define groups for directives, called
knobs. Then, the Average Distance from Reference Set (ADRS) is used to measure the
quality of each analysed DSE method. The training set for each method is defined as a
subset of all directives. And a exhaustive search is performed over the design space formed
by the directives subset.
Pouchet et al. 2013 presents the Polyhedral Based Data-Reuse Optimization (PBDRO), a
framework to explore data reuse through pre-fetching, task-level parallelization, and loop
transformations as unroll, and pipeline. To optimize the problem, PBDRO uses “Tiling
Hyperplanes” (Bondhugula et al. 2008).
The search space is defined by the cross-product of arrays buffer size, loops, and loops
required bandwidth. Note that this work considers only loops with static bounds.
PBDRO uses ROSE, a source-to-source compiler and ISL/CLoog polyhedral library.
AutoESL is used to compile the final code to execute on Convey HC-1 platform. The
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solutions are synthesized to give results and no method for selecting a subset of the design
space is used.
Shao et al. 2014 presents pre-RTL, power performance simulator for rapid accelerator-centric
DSE (Aladdin), which estimates power and performance of accelerators without synthesis.
Aladdin takes the input C code, calculates the “Dynamic Data Dependence Graph” and
constraints it to fit the available resources. Then is performs the metrics estimation.
Aladdin uses the ILDJIT Intermediate Representation (IR) compiler to construct the
“Dynamic Data Dependence Graph”. All loops are assumed to be fully unrolled and
pipelined. The DSE is made by enumerating the designs, but the approach focus on models
to estimate hardware metrics as acceleration source.
Prost-Boucle, Muller and Rousseau 2014 presents Standalone Design Space Exploration
(SDSE), which is a DSE heuristic that can be implemented along-with any HLS tool.
The DSE is based on evaluating a purely sequential initial design. Then a parallel design
is created by applying a set of rules for adding additional computing operators, wiring
conditionals, unroll loops, add ports to memories, and replacing memory banks for registers.
Finally a set of transformations is chosen to generate the final solution.
SDSE is implemented in AUGH, which estimation results are used to feedback the method,
while the designs are fully implemented with Vivado. Only transformations that increase
parallelism are applied, what generally increases the circuit area, restricting the exploration
towards faster-and-larger designs only.
Fernando et al. 2015 presents Accelerator Synthesis using Algorithmic Skeletons for rapid
DSE ((AS)2 ). The approach tries to identify an “algorithm skeleton” for the given kernel
code, which contains a directives set to be applied. Note that several skeletons must be
compatible with the same code, for example, skeletons with different unroll factors for
loops. Skeletons are provided by the user in a library-like fashion. The skeleton selection
method is presented in Nugteren and Corporaal 2014.
The DSE space is mitigated since the number of possible skeletons are usually smaller
than the design space set made by combining the possible directives.
Zuo et al. 2015 presents the Polyhedral-based SystemC framework for Effective Low-Power
DSE (PSCEFP), which compiles C affine loops to SystemC before performing the DSE.
PolyOpt is used to optimized the C code memory accesses before the compilation, and a
model is used to estimate the design power and latency.
A logarithmic sampling is made over the design space, and all points are synthesized. The
synthesis results are used to interpolate equations that estimate the hardware metrics, and
such estimations are used to select the best designs.
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Schafer 2016 presents the Probabilistic MultiKnob HLS DSE (PMK), which classifies directives in the following three “knobs”: The “Global Synthesis Options”, which is applied to
the whole design by the compiler; The “Local Synthesis Directives”, which are pragmas
to fine control the behavioural description; And the “Functional Units and Number Types”,
that controls the Number of Functional Unitys (FUs) (e.g. fixed/floating points).
PMK explores the Local Synthesis Directives (local knob) and Functional Units and
Number Types (FU knob). The knobs non-complete orthogonality is observed, implying
that the same design can be achieved using transformations from different knobs.
PMK also focus on Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), where the assumptions that “The area decreases when resource sharing increases” and “the smallest design
is always the design with only a single FU for each unique FU type” are not true, as they
are for FPGA designs.
The main idea behind the approach is to first perform a local knob search, but focusing
in allocating as many resources are needed to achieve the fastest design, called Dmax .
Then, a FU knob optimization is performed to obtain the design with minimal resources,
called Dmin . The area defined by the pair Mi = (Dmax , Dmin ) is defined as the probability
of finding optimal designs.
The search space is significantly reduced by exploring one knob at a time, resulting in a
faster DSE.
Silva and Bampi 2015 presents Area Oriented DSE (AO-DSE), which is based on an equation
that estimates the area and speed-up gradients between designs. Prost-Boucle, Muller and
Rousseau 2014 and Silva and Bampi 2015 belong to the family of “Gradient-based pruned
searching” DSE.
AO-DSE considers only the speed-up/area-increment coefficient, eliminating the need of
user defined weights, making it a totally automatic approach. Results show an improvement
in the number of registers used, without affecting other hardware metrics for the only FIR
filter it has been tested on.
No results are given on the DSE number of designs, or their quality. And the register
problem is also not discussed.
Xydis et al. 2015 presents Spectral-Aware Pareto Iterative Refinement Optimization for Supervised HLS (SPIRIT), a method based on iterative Pareto-curve refinement. The idea
behind this approach is to create a signal s[x] = area(x)latency(x) (time-area product),
where x is the HLS directives configuration, and use spectral analysis on s[x], to identify
high-randomness regions. Once those regions are identified, more points are compiled to
improve the model.
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First, a Random Surface Model (ML) is trained with a set of randomly generated designs.
The model is used to create estimations for all designs points, allowing to calculate the
signal s[x] for the whole design space.
The iterative refinement starts by selecting the predicted Pareto-points, which are synthesized. Then the power-spectral analysis are used to derive how many new random should
be evaluated. After synthesized, s[x] is calculated and the designs are added to the RSM
training set. Then the algorithm iterates.
Results show that the accuracy is improved when compared with other ML-based DSE
methods, while the number of synthesized designs is comparable to the other method’s.
Liu and Schafer 2016 presents the Efficient and Reliable HLS DSE (ERDSE), an extension of
Schafer and Wakabayashi 2012. First the GA method (Schafer and Wakabayashi 2012) is
used to select and synthesize few points in the design space. Then, a Machine Learning
(ML) method generates many un-synthesized designs, which are divided into windows,
and pruned. Finally, the un-pruned designs are selected to be further synthesized.
Results compare the method with exhaustive synthesis search and with synthesizing only
the optimal results given by the HLS estimation exhaustive search.
Zhong et al. 2016 presents Fast and Accurate FPGA Performance Estimation and DSE (LinAnalyzer), an approach to accelerate the local DSE based on dynamic run-time analysis to
accurately predict the accelerator performance (execution time).
First the code is instrumented to generate an execution profile trace. Then the code is
optimized and scheduled with resource constraints and designer given pragmas. A listscheduling is used to schedule the loop traces, resulting in the total number of cycle for
loop completion, which is the only measure used in the DSE.
The DSE is made exhaustively and the fastest configuration is returned, being the clock
cycles estimation the only source of speed-up.
Zhong et al. 2017 presents High-Level Analysis Framework for Fine- and Coarse-Grained
Parallelism on FPGAs (MPSeeker), an extension of Lin-Analyzer, which includes a
Gradient Boosted Machine Learning (ML) method to estimate hardware resources usage,
allowing a DSE that explores the resource/speed balancing.
The ML is trained with 80% of the full designs space, which is a drawback since many
configurations must be synthesized in order to train the method, even though the training
itself is takes only few minutes.
The DSE makes an exhaustive search and returns the fastest configuration which uses less
resources.
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Cong et al. 2018 presents Automated Accelerator Generation and Optimization with Composable, Parallel and Pipeline Architecture (AutoAccel), which uses a micro-architecture
template to efficiently implement codes with parallel and pipeline computations.
The computation model is used to derive the hardware metrics estimations and allow a
precise estimation considering loop unrolling, pipelining and memory buffer sizes.
A set of strategies are used to reduce the design space. Between them: Small loop flatten;
Loop Unroll factor pruning, which limits the unrolling factor based on the BRAM usage;
Saddleback Search for Unroll Factors, which limits the unrolling factor based on the trip
count of the 2 loops with highest trip count; Fine-Grained Pipeline pruning, which decides
either to apply loop pipelining or not based on hardware metrics before and after the
pipeline; Power-of-two buffer bit-widths and capacities, that reduces the design space by
allowing only power of 2 bit-widths and buffer sizes.
No DSE times are presented, and it is not clear if only estimations results are used in the
DSE (further than the two initial synthesis for fixed values).
Roozmeh and Lavagno 2018 presents Multi-Kernel DSE (MKDSE), an approach to model
multiple kernels communicating over the AXI (Azarkhish et al. 2015) interconnect. The
number of clock cycles is measured using simulation, while the method used to estimate
hardware metrics is not reported.
The DSE is divided in two parts. In the first part, kernels are optimized varying loop
pipelining, unrolling, and array partitioning. In the second part, all kernels are added in
the same design, and memory transfer metrics are measured through simulation. Finally, a
quality metric is evaluated for all configurations, allowing to select the most efficient one.
The DSE speed-up is achieved by exploring the directives separately for each kernel.
Ferretti, Ansaloni and Pozzi 2018 presents Lattice-Based DSE (LBDSE), which is based on
the observation that Pareto optimal points share a low variance between their configurations.
The idea behind this work is that there the correlation between design and configuration
spaces is large in a area × cycles space, however, when applying Principal Component
Analysis, the Pareto-optimal points tend to cluster together in the configuration space.
The approach first chooses points using an U-shaped distribution (Ferretti, Ansaloni and
Pozzi 2018), which are synthesized to create a first Pareto approximation. Then, the Pareto
points between the synthesized ones are chosen and their σ -neighbours in the lattice space
are selected to be synthesized. Then, the algorithm iterates.
Cong et al. 2018 presents a set of five “Best-programming” guidelines that allow to easily
improve an HLS hardware accelerator performance, thus, avoiding the time consuming
DSE from the hardware development flow.
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The methodology iteratively analyses and identifies the design bottleneck at each iteration,
and applies a small HLS optimizations set to enhance the performance.
The best-practices are: First, explicit data caching, which is done by batch processing or
data tiling; Second, parallelism exploration, which is done by creating custom pipelines
and processing units duplication. Third, data movement acceleration, which improves the
throughput by creating double buffers and re-organizing the scratch-pad memories (Cong
et al. 2017).

All works presented in this section are motivated by the design space size, which
is commonly recognized as a combinatorial problem unsuitable to be searched exhaustively.
Between the woks presented in this section, we can recognize the following main ways to
accelerate the DSE:

“Smart” selection: These approaches handle the relation between configuration and design
space as a “black-box” and apply a ML method to infer information and help the selection.
The ML method is often trained using data from a synthesized design space sub-set.
However, as observed in most approaches, such relations are complex and unpredictable,
what motivated the usage of more elaborated ML methods.
Modeling: These approaches create an explicit model to relate the configuration and design
spaces. The model is used to estimate quickly the design space and use such results
to choose the best configurations. The models can be built using mathematical models,
equations, or regressions using data from a synthesized design space sub-set. However,
these approaches also suffer from the design space unpredictability, what makes the models
inaccurate.
Architecture Fitting: These approaches bind the code implementation to an specific target architecture. As such, they can reduce the number of directives to be searched and also create
better estimation models. However, this approach is target/compiler/platform dependent
and can not be easily re-targeted.

Chart 1 shows how the works presented in this section fit with the above-mentioned
classification.
Chart 1 shows that many approaches combine the “smart” selection and modelling in
order to maximize the DSE speed-up. This is necessary since even a single full synthesis takes
from minutes to hours (depending on the design and FPGA sizes), what can render “smart”
selection only approaches not viable for most cases. As such, the hardware metrics estimation is
a crucial step in the local DSE.
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Chart 1 – Related works on local DSE classification according to the speed-up method used.
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2.3.

Related Works on Hardware Metrics Estimations

As pointed in Section 2.2, the hardware metrics estimation is a key feature to enable a
fast and precise DSE. This section presents related works on hardware metrics estimation aiming
to highlight their usability and precision, which will help to decide which methods can be used
in the future steps of this thesis. From the literature, we can highlight two main categories for
hardware metrics estimation methods.
The first category is estimating the metrics from the HLS output HDL code, which is
compatible with most HLS tools and usually generate more accurate results since it contains
architecture and platform specific details. However, the HDL description is generally large, and
all specific information can impact the estimation time.
Examples of approaches that fit into this category are: Schumacher and Jha 2008, which
creates a components interpolation estimation and models the synthesis tools optimizations to
improve the final estimation quality; Dwivedi et al. 2006, which estimated the design timing
using a hierarchical rounding approach; Aung, Lam and Srikanthan 2015, which estimates the
Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) usage based using a mathematical model based on multipliers
synthesis results;
These approaches aim to create estimations for one metric each, what is justifiable since
each metric requires a unique estimation method. As such, these approaches are interesting for
the synthesis tools and fall out of this thesis scope.
The second category is estimating the metrics from the HLS code. These approaches generally create an interpolation or approximation formula based on the synthesis results of smaller
codes or functional units. However, such approaches cannot model information on the further
compilation and synthesis steps, resulting in larger errors. Furthermore, these approaches may
require many synthesis runs to train or interpolate the model, which constraint the performance
or make the model not portable.
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Examples of approaches that fit in this category are: Vahid and Gajski 1995, which sums
the components hardware resources usage to compose the design estimation; Henkel and Ernst
1998, which uses scheduling and interpolation models to estimate the hardware resources and
communication costs; Nayak et al. 2002, which reduces and synthesizes each component and
creates a proportional model to compose the design estimation; Enzler et al. 2000, Kulkarni
et al. 2002, Kulkarni et al. 2006, Jiang, Tang and Banerjee 2006, Deng et al. 2011, and Wang,
Liang and Zhang 2017, which interpolate a model based on components synthesis results;
Marugán, González-Bayón and Espeso 2011, which estimates the computation time based on
the scheduling information; Okina et al. 2016, which estimates the power performance based on
a one-time synthesis results; Silva et al. 2013 and Silva et al. 2014, which estimate the latency
and computation time based on a roof-line model
Also, the HLS tools offer their estimations. As examples, Altera OpenCL provides
hardware resources estimation for OpenCL kernels (Czajkowski et al. 2012); Xilinx SDSoC and
SDAccel provide estimations for kernel metrics (Xilinx 2016, Xilinx 2016).
The HLS estimations are bounded to the little knowledge they have about the platform
and architecture. Without information about the optimizations used by the synthesis tools,
platform architecture, mapping and routing, they are incapable of creating precise estimations.
As such, the first estimations type are slow and not portable, being often uninteresting in
a HLS scope, and the second estimations type have limited estimation capabilities, what insert
uncertainties in a DSE scope, leaving HLS DSE techniques lacking on good predictions models.
O’Neal and Brisk 2018 identifies the same problem and states:
“Thus, DSE techniques lack on good predictions model to enable its potential in the
FPGA world.” (O’Neal and Brisk 2018)
The hardware metrics estimation is out of the scope of this project. Thus, this thesis does
not consider creating new methods for the problem or implement a method from the literature.
As such, we are left to use the HLS tools or the synthesis tools estimations, which is a trade-off
between estimation speed and precision. In order to evaluate the HLS tools estimations viability,
Section 2.3.1 presents tests that measure the precision and computation time to generate the
estimations for two HLS tools.

2.3.1.

HLS Tools Estimation Precision

In this section, we present tests to highlight HLS tools estimations precision and time. As
pointed in Kulkarni et al. 2002, these estimations often are unable to consider many compilation
steps, making them imprecise or incapable of estimating specific metrics as the maximum clock
frequency.
Next, we present tests on code constructs for which HLS tools failed to perform well.
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Applications with such constructs will serve as benchmarks to test the estimations precision. The
reason for using such applications is to avoid having good results which do not reflect a general
case.
Data Dependencies: Darte 2000 presents a study on the loop fusion (loop merge) problem
complexity. The loop body is separated in its strongly connected components, and classifies loop carried dependencies as sequential computations, what degrades the generated
hardware performance.
Memory Access Pattern: Weinberg et al. 2005 and Murphy and Kogge 2007 present metrics
to measure spatial and temporal locality on benchmarks. Code emulation and cache
simulation is used to demonstrate how the lack of suck localities degrade the hardware
performance.
Jang et al. 2011 and Che, Sheaffer and Skadron 2011 classify memory access patterns that
allow vectorization during compilation. Results show that these non-trivial memory access
patterns degrade the code performance if not vectorized.
Chen et al. 2006 and Jang et al. 2011 presents a dynamically scratch-pad memory manager
that considers regular, irregular and indirect memory access patterns. Results show that
HLS tools generate conservative hardware for such accesses, degrading the performance.
Cilardo and Gallo 2015 shows how HLS tools struggle to generate efficient memory bank
partitions for multidimensional arrays when data access is not completely decoupled at
compilation time. A polyhedral formulation is proposed to generate an efficient number of
banks and a respective partition order.
Zhao et al. 2016 shows that complex data structures as “priority queue”, “dynamically
sized stacks”, “random decision trees”, and “hash tables” generally are poorly implemented
by HLS tools, since its manipulation involves loops with variable-bounds, array index data
dependencies, and variable size arrays. The solution proposed is based on implementing an
specialized container unit, which decouples and hide his operations from the computation
code. The container unit is implemented based on a template that allows pipeline on
different channels for reading and modifying the complex data structure.
Loop Bounds: Liu, Bayliss and Constantinides 2015 presents an off-line synthesis of an on-line
dependency tester for HLS loop pipelining, which proposes an alternative for synthesizing
loops with unknown dependencies at compiler time. Results show HLS compilers generate
conservative hardware for such constructions, degrading the final performance.
The works presented show code constructs for which HLS tools do not infer the most
efficient hardware, and also highlight examples that expose such code constructs. Next, Table 1
presents the selected benchmarks that expose these characteristics and will serve as a base for
testing the HLS tools estimation precision later.
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Table 1 – Selected applications for which HLS tools infer inefficient hardware to be used as benchmarks
for testing the HLS tools estimations time and precision.

Algorithm

Used on

benchmark

bounds

# loops

# nests

arrays
size

row
col
typ
loop
jacobi
2d
add int

(Liu, Bayliss and
Constantinides 2015)
(Liu, Bayliss and
Constantinides 2015)
(Liu, Bayliss and
Constantinides 2015)
(Liu, Bayliss and
Constantinides 2015)
none
(Liu, Bayliss and
Constantinides 2015)
(Zuo et al. 2015)

Xilinx

2

2

100

2

2

100

Polybench

dynamic
dynamic
static

3

3

100

LivemoreC

static

3

3

100

static
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
data dependent
static

3
3

3
3

9

3

1024
unknown
500

7

3

500

12

3

8192

7

2

1024

fft
gauss
pivotin
correlation
covariance
sha
sha

none

MIT (MIT 2016)
Polybench

(Zuo et al. 2015)

Polybench

(Prost-Boucle, Muller
and Rousseau 2014)
(Prost-Boucle, Muller
and Rousseau 2014)

CHStone
(Agarwal, Ng and
Arvind 2010)

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The benchmarks on Table 1 were compiled with the Intel OpenCL Framework for
OpenCL (IOC) and LegUp HLS Compiler (LUP), which are representatives of paid and academic
HLS tools. Table 2 presents the time for each tool create the hardware metrics estimations and
their precision when compared with the synthesized hardware.
Table 2 IOC is slower to make the estimations, what is expected since more compilation
steps are made and the design is larger since it includes the Peripheral Component Interconnect
Express (PCIe) interface in the kernel design. The longer time taken by the fft benchmark is due
to “aggressive memory optimization” performed by IOC.
As a counter part, IOC is more precise and can estimate more metrics than LUP, what is
expected since LUP does not consider resources constraints, binding, register allocation, and all
synthesis steps(Canis et al. 2013, Kulkarni et al. 2002, Kulkarni et al. 2006). Nevertheless, we
can observe no correlation between the estimation precision and the code constructs presented in
this section.
As such, we can conclude that the estimations made by the HLS tools are too imprecise
and are not much faster than the estimations given by the synthesis tools (generally obtained
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Table 2 – Estimation and precision of HLS tools for Table 1 benchmarks.

Algorithm

IOC

LUP

time
(s)

ALUT, FF, RAM, DSP
( estimation
synthesis )

time
(s)

ALUT, Reg., DSP
( estimation
synthesis )

row_col

6.75

7184 22092 155 0
12818 , 21165 , 135 , 0

1.14

typ_loop

fail

fail

0.83

jacobi_2d

6.98

1.18

add_int

20.41

fft

312.33

gauss_pivotin

11.21

correlation

10.78

covariance

6.91

sha

15.67

8336 19172 84 10
17222 , 27257 , 137 , 10
30149 60123 224 21
41544 , 60458 , 207 , 21
11466 29932 147 8
16688 , 35144 , 137 , 8
28793 92327 504 46
44763 , 43692 , 439 , 52
31169 89184 562 36
32960 , 69066 , 287 , 36
20116 57965 341 16
21356 , 45162 , 194 , 16
37634 105992 747 2
72191 , 117227 , 409 , 2

1.03

2627 1961 8
2264 , 2455 , 8
822 1544 8
966 , 693 , 12
6363 2409 12
4386 , 5363 , 12
27924 5993 33
8508 , 10652 , 5
806 13946 4
1822 , 1146 , 2
35354 5776 24
22707 , 19828 , 16
38611 6850 13
12302 , 14509 , 24
11355 3025 12
8440 , 7446 , 16
6116 8886 4
7544 , 7119 , 2

geomean

15.82

0.67, 1.09, 1.25, 0.98

1.29

1.31, 0.90, 1.30

1.25
3.14
1.26
1.33
1.34

Source: Research data.

with seconds to minutes) to justify their usage.

2.4.

Final Remarks on Related Works

In this chapter, we highlighted the related works on the three sub-areas involved in this
project: code partition, local DSE, and hardware metrics estimation.
On code partitioning, the literature works indicate that global DSE methods are being
held back due to the lack of fast local DSE methods. On local DSE, the literature shows that a
fast local DSE requires “smart” decision methods and hardware metric estimation, to reduce and
speed-up the evaluated designs. On hardware metrics estimation, the literature shows that HLS
estimation methods are limited and have low precision, as demonstrated by our tests, while HDL
estimation methods are more time-consuming and target specific.
This thesis will focus on the local DSE problem, for which improvements are necessary
and key to enable the global DSE for future generations HLS tools. As such, our next step is to
present an evaluation of the design space size aiming to identify which are the most important
and impactful directives.
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As shown the Chapter 2, a fast local DSE is key to allow the global DSE. Works in the
area focus to reduce the design space and use estimations to speed-up the DSE process. However
both approaches can not explore the relations between the design and configuration spaces,
leading to inaccuracies.
All local DSE works presented in Section 2.2 handle such relation as a “black-box”
approach. In other words, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous works that analyse
the directives effects in the design to extract information that can be useful to accelerate the DSE.
Thus, the goal of this section is to evaluate the local DSE directives for the main HLS
tools, and also to evaluate the design-space size and complexity. Such study can determine
which are the most important and impactful directives. Section 3.1 presents the main HLS tools
available, both commercial and academic, and also the resources they offer in order to analyse
the kernel design space size.

3.1.

Kernel Design Space Quantification

In this section, we analyse the main HLS tools available and the design space offered
by a representative set of them. Then, an evaluation of the directives is presented, allowing to
analyse the design space nature and to evaluate its size and complexity formally.
The design space size problem is present in all HLS tools, formed by the many directives
they offer to the user to control how the high-level code should be mapped to the FPGA fabric.
Such control is desired by the user since a high-level language is much more abstract than the
hardware implementation, hiding low-level and architecture dependent operations that must be
specified in the hardware implementation.
Directives can be pragmas, compiler optimizations, or even code styles. As such,
the number of options for a kernel implementation depends on the number of directives offered
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by the HLS tools.

3.1.1.

HLS Tools

Chart 2 list HLS tools used in the literature with their characteristics. Our goal is to select
a subset of those tools that contains a representative set of directives and also does not bind us to
a specific input language or output. Unknown values on Chart 2 mean that we were not able to
test the tool or to obtain information about it due to licenses or code unavailability.
From Chart 2, we decided to further analyse the design space size of Bambu HLS
Compiler (BBO), IOC, LUP and Xilinx Vivado HLS Compiler (VVD). BBO and LUP are
academic open-source tools, allowing us to access and modify features inside the tools. IOC
and VVD are the most common commercial tools. Furthermore, LUP, IOC and VVD use the
same framework, what makes developments on LUP easier to be incorporated into the other
tool-flows. BBO has the GNU compiler Collection (GCC), which lacks documentation and a
well structured framework disadvantage (for the GCC version 4.7), making its learning curve
more time consuming.

3.1.2.

Directives

This section lists the main directives for each BBO, IOC, LUP and VVD, in order to
evaluate the kernel design space size for each tool. Charts 11 to 15, in Appendix A, show the
most relevant directives offered by the compilers from Chart 2, where we can see that state-of-art
commercial tools offer several options, while academic tools offer less options. The directives
can be subdivided into three sub-groups, according to how they are used and the scope they act,
as listed next:
Macros or programming language constructs (pragmas),
Programming language style,
Compiler options.
Macros and programming language constructs are generally lines where the designer
adds information, without changing the source code logic. Compilers that get information from
the Programming language style require that the designer change the source code in a way the
compiler will recognize the features. Finally, compiler options are a less common way to control
how the compiler will map the algorithm into hardware, since most of the compiler options are
applied on the whole code, denying the designer the capability to control precisely where each
feature should be applied.
Chart 11 shows the BBO directives. BBO focus its directives and optimizations around
the scheduler, what is the most impactful optimization due to BBO hardware model (Pilato and

Agility
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CatapultC
Cynthesizer
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DK Design Suite
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Intel OpenCL
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Ferrandi 2012). Furthermore, BBO enables the usage of native GCC options, with 22 options
that can impact the memory architecture, but there are no formal studies about how much the
performance is affected by those options. Furthermore, most optimizations are specific to BBO,
which is not ideal since models developed to them might not be easily applicable to other
compilers.
Chart 12 shows the IOC directives. Differently from BBO and LUP, IOC adopts the
host-kernel OpenCL architecture, where kernels are mapped into FPGA accelerator and the host
code is executed in a GPP. As consequence, most directives are OpenCL specifically related to
parallel data processing. Furthermore, IOC vastly explored the possible memories architectures,
making use of the in-fabric FPGA memory to improve throughput and parallelism.
Chart 13 shows the LUP directives. LUP uses the Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)
optimizations to reduce and simplify the code, and also to control the processing units and
memory architecture. LUP transformations are implemented as LLVM passes, making them
easily applicable for any LLVM intermediate representation.
Charts 14 and 15 show the VVD directives. VVD makes extensive Intellectual Propertys
(IPs) usage, and offers directives to control the IP interfaces and other parameters. VVD also
implements several loop optimizations, which allows a rich design space for loops.
Charts 11 to 15 give us an idea of the total number of possible different ways that HLS
tools can map a code into hardware. It is important to notice that the observed configuration
and design spaces relation unpredictability mentioned in the works presented in Section 2.2 are
likely to be a consequence of the directives acting differently over overlapping scopes, creating a
non-orthogonal relation which cannot be predicted by regression-based models.
Considering that the source code has nl for loops, and n f functions, where a loop is
defined by the triple (initialization, condition, iteration) and a function defines the duple (na , ns ),
which are the number of arrays and scalar variables respectively. Considering that the given tool
allows N f , Na , Ns and Nl options for each function, array, scalar variable and loop respectively.
Equation 3.1 presents the possible number of ways that a code can be mapped into hardware
considering only inner-most loops and that arrays are transformed parsed into one dimension by
the HLS tool.
nf

Possibilities =

∏

i f =0

if
Nf

na

×

∏

ia=0

Naia ×

ns

∏

is=0

Nsis ×

nl

∏ Nlil

(3.1)

il=0

Note that, if functions are inlined, the number of arrays and scalar variables within the
function are multiplied by the number of functions calls. We will assume that, if a directive is set
for either an array or variable in a function, this directive will be reproduced in all inlined calls
of that function. Thus, Equation 3.1 considers the directives for arrays and variables only once
per function.
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The values for N f , Na , Ns and Nl can be evaluated from Tables 11 to 15. Furthermore,
we have to consider that some directives on Tables 11 to 15 are exclusive and other have
dependences.
To calculate the Nl values, we will consider only loops in the “normal form” (i = 0; i <
bound; i = i + inc), where i is the loop iterator variable and inc an increment. Thus, we can
represent loops using the pair (bound, inc). Note that loops with initialization different than zero,
or with different conditions can be transformed into the normal form.
To calculate Na we consider that a function has multiple arrays with different sizes. Let
asi be the size of the ith array of a function, where i ∈ (0, . . . , na ). Thus, if a directive allows
na

f (asi ) options to arrays, the function will have Na = ∏ f (asi ). Similarly, for for loops, we have
i=0

nl

Nl = ∏ f (bound, inc).
i=0

Chart 3 summarizes the number of directives combinations that can be applied to a single
code, considering only the options in Charts 11 to 15. Note that VVD allows the designer to
specify the Initiation Interval (II) for loops and functions. Furthermore, LUP and VVD also
define the no parameter which is the maximum latency that a target should have.
Chart 3 – Number of directives per target for the three main HLS tools.

Tool

IOC

Target

Number of Options

Acronym

Function

22 × log2 (16 * 1024)

ioc f

Scalar

3

iocs

Array

3 × (2 + 3as3i × log2 (asi ))



nl =4 
bound
bound
∏ inc × log2 inc
i
i=0

ioca

Function

23 × (max(8, no ))

lup f

Scalar

2

lups

Array

22 × asi

lupa

Loop

23

lupl

Loop

LUP

Function
VVD

4 × 2 × n2o × (n f

− 1)! × n3f

× 4II

iocl

vvd f

Scalar

1

vvds

Array

12 × 4as4 × 9 log2 (as) × 54

nl =2 
bound
4 × 8II × ∏ 4 * 8
× 2 + n2o × 2 ×
inc
i=0
(nl − 1)(nl − 2)
×3
2

vvda

Loop

vvdl

Source: Elaborated by the author.

It is worth to note that, even if a tool allows only two options per target (function, array,
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scalar or loop), the complexity of the design space would have O(n4 ) according to Equation
3.1. Considering

 the equations on Chart 3, we can see that,
 for VVD,
 this complexity grows
2
(n
−1)(n
−2)
l
l
to O n3 × nl nl , due to the merge directive that allows
combinations between
2
loops.
With the O(n4 ) complexity of the design space and the fact that, compiling and synthesizing a single design is a time-consuming task, we conclude that examining all possibilities is
not a viable approach even using “smart selection”-based DSE.
To evaluate which directives are the most important we present a bibliographic review
highlighting the most common HLS optimizations impacts.
We focus the reviews on loop related directives since they are the most impactful ones in
the HLS context (Huang et al. 2013), what is caused since optimizing loops means to optimize
the computation bulk of most codes (as observed in Section 2.1).
Loop Unrolling: Allows parallel implementation on non-dependent loop operations (Buyukkurt,
Guo and Najjar 2006), improve data locality (So, Hall and Diniz 2002), and have resources
increase almost linear with the unroll factor (Buyukkurt, Guo and Najjar 2006). Hardware
resources usage does not increase linearly due to extra control creation (Cardoso and Diniz
2004). Loop unrolling is one of the most important transformations since they allow to
adjust the loop body size accordingly to the FPGA resources capabilities, as well the
design throughput and data consumption rate (Cardoso and Diniz 2004).
Loop Pipelining: This transformation reorders the loop inner computations to reuse data in
a straight forward flow. By reordering the loop dependencies, each loop iteration can
be started every few clock cycles, reducing the number of cycles to complete the loop
execution (Gokhale and Stone 1998). This transformation changes the loop schedule,
strongly impacts the number of cycles for the loop computation, and lightly impacts the
design metrics.
Loop Tiling: replicates the instances of a loop Basic Block (BB) to increase functional parallelism, but requires Multiplexerss (MUXs) and De-Multiplexerss (DEMUXs) to separate
and assemble the tiles inputs and outputs. The extra control needed for the tiles usually
introduces a smaller overhead than the one introduced by loop unrolling (Saggese et al.
2003). This transformation impacts the data consumption rate and throughput directly,
allowing to adjust the design accordingly to the FPGA resources capabilities.
Loop Merging: merges two loops with the same iteration space, respecting data dependencies.
It can improve temporal locality and allow to create loops with more appropriated size for
accelerators (Devos et al. 2007, Wolf and Lam 1991).
Loop Interchange: changes nested loops iteration orders to improve temporal locality (McKinley, Carr and Tseng 1996) reducing the memory bandwidth needed, saving extra control
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and logic (Devos et al. 2007). This transformation benefits the designs and helps to save
FPGA resources and to improve the throughput. Devos et al. 2007 uses the suggestions
for Locality Optimization tool (Beyls and D’Hollander 2006) to get suggestions of which
loop transformations should be applied and in which order to achieve better performance
for GPP executions.
Loop Dissevering: creates partitions of a large loop which would not fit a single FPGA (Cardoso
2003), similar to loop distribution. The partitions are loaded using partial reconfiguration.
As for drawbacks, dissevering prevents the creation of pipelines and adds the reconfiguration time overhead.
Bandwidth Reduction: Cong, Zhang and Zou 2012 presents a complete study on loop transformation to reduce bandwidth inside loops, reducing the design internal buffers. Loops
are represented in the polyhedral model which is used to calculate the Data Reuse Graph,
and a solution is calculated by an Integer Linear Program (ILP). Results show a reduction
in Block RAMs (BRAMs) usage without performance impact. Furthermore, the reduced
BRAM usage implies an energy consumption reduction.

From the loop directives above mentioned, loop unrolling and pipelining are generic
and known by its impact in the hardware metrics McFarland, Parker and Camposano 1990. The
bandwidth reduction is also generic and can be applied to any loop, but the optimization is not
implemented in any of the available HLS tools. Loop tilling and dissevering cannot be applied
for some data-flows, and loop merging and interchange depend on the loop bounds and data
dependencies.
Next, Figure 4 presents a small test case to exemplify the time to compile C code to
HDL using the design space formed by loop unrolling and pipelining for the adder-chain
benchmark1 and LUP as HLS tool.
The configuration space is formed by pipe = {0, 1}, representing the loop pipelining
optimization turned off or on, respectively, and u f = {1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10}, representing the loop
unroll factor. Figure 4 presents the total compilation time in function of the number of LLVM IR
code lines (in a log-log scale). The red points indicate that the 1-hour budget was expired before
concluding the compilation.
The behavior presented in Figure 4 can be explained as follows:

The loop unrolling optimizations copies the instructions in the loop body u f ×, making
the number of IR code lines to grow linearly with u f .
1

Available at <http://legup.eecg.utoronto.ca/getstarted.php>
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Figure 4 – Computation time to compile the adder-chain benchmark combining loop unrolling and
pipelining.
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Source: Research data.

The compilation without loop pipeline uses the System of Difference Constraints (SDC)
scheduler (Canis et al. 2013), which solves a constant number of optimization problems,
each one with a polynomial time scaling with the number of IR code lines.
The compilation with loop pipelining uses the SDC Modulo Scheduler (Canis, Brown and
Anderson 2014), an iterative algorithm which solves a number of optimization problems
that scales with the number of IR code lines.
As such, we can see that the current loop pipelining algorithms are a bottleneck that
makes the DSE not viable, since the time to create a pipeline (especially when combined with
loop unrolling) is larger than the time needed for hardware metrics estimations, or even design
synthesis.

3.2.

Final Remarks on Design Space Quantization

This section presented a directives leverage for the mainstream HLS tools. The design
space size scaling shows that the local DSE problem is non-trackable when all directives are
considered.
As motivated by the global DSE review (Section 2.2) we focus on loop optimization
directives, as they are the most impactful ones and are not compiler/platform specific. However,
loop pipelining is shown to be a bottleneck in the compilation steps.
As such, Chapter 4 presents our contributions towards speeding up the loop pipelining
optimization.
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As noted in Section 3, loop pipelining dominates the HLS compilation time, especially
when combined with loop unrolling. Furthermore, loop pipelining is a crucial optimization to
achieve high-performance accelerators.
The importance of loop pipelining is given that a loop, without pipeline, takes totalcycles =
tc * latency clock cycles to complete its execution, where tc is the loop trip count, and latency
is defined as how many cycles for one iteration to finish (not to be confused with accelerator
latency). A pipelined loop takes totalcycles = II * (tc − 1) + latency clock cycles to complete its
execution, where II is the initiation interval and II << latency.
Loop pipelines can be created using “modulo scheduler” algorithms, and “modulo
scheduling” will be used as the synonym for “loop pipelining”. The modulo scheduling problem
can be formally described as follows:
Definition: We define the number of instructions in the loop body IR code as “loop
size". We also define the number of variables and constraints in an optimization problem
formulation as “problem size".
The loop pipelining problem general form includes not only finding a feasible schedule
and resource allocation for each instruction in the IR code, but also finding the minimum possible
II, since this is the main acceleration factor.
To find the minimum II, current schedulers begin by trying to find a solution for the
minimum candidate II, and, in case they fail, the candidate II is incremented and the search
repeats. The lower II bound is the maximum value between the recurrence minimum II (RecMII)
and the resource-constrained minimum II (ResMII) (Canis, Brown and Anderson 2014).
The modulo scheduling problem can be divided into the scheduling and allocation parts.
The scheduling part of the problem consists of defining the starting time ti for all instructions
i in the loop code, in a way that no dependencies are violated. The congruence class mi of
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instruction i is defined as mi = ti %II. The allocation part of the problem consists of choosing
which congruence class, and which resource instance, defined as variables mi and ri respectively,
instruction i will be executed. This information is represented through a Module Reservation
Table (MRT), which is a matrix with II rows and ∑k∈R ak columns, where ak is the number of
instances of resource type k and R is the set of all resources types.
Definition: An MRT (an allocation) is said “valid” if all positions (slots) are assigned to,
at maximum, one instruction.
We will consider the modulo scheduling problem for a given II, assuming an outer loop
searching for the possible II, as is the case in all state-of-art works.
The rest to this sections is organized as follows:
Section 4.1 presents the SDC Modulo Scheduler, (SDCS) introduced by Canis, Brown
and Anderson 2014, which is used by the main HLS tools. Section 4.2 presents the ILP Modulo
scheduler (ILPS), introduced by Oppermann et al. 2016, which focus on guaranteeing optimal
solutions. Section 4.3 presents the Swing Modulo Scheduler (SMS), introduced by Llosa et al.
2001, which is a representative of the old list-based modulo schedulers.
Section 4.4 presents the new proposed SDC formulation which is explored by the
proposed GA Modulo Scheduler (GAS) and Non-Iterative Modulo Scheduler (NIS) to speed-up
the modulo scheduling problem.
Section 4.7 presents results comparing the modulo schedulers and Section 4.8 concludes
this chapter.

4.1.

SDC Modulo Scheduler (SDCS)

The SDCS algorithm is based on SDC problems, which are a special class of ILP that
have a Totally Uni-Modular (TUM) constraints matrix (Camion 1965). Integer problems with
TUM matrices are desirable in the optimization field since the associated linear problem solution
is also a solution for the integer problem (Dyer and Frieze 1994). As such, an SDC problem is
solvable in polynomial time, while generic ILP are solvable in exponential time.
Nevertheless, SDCS is still the HLS bottleneck, as pointed in Chapter 3. The source
of the excessive time taken by SDCS is not caused by the SDC problems per-se, but by the
iterative nature of the SDCS algorithm, which solves a large number of SDC problems during its
execution. This iterative approach is necessary since the SDC formulation cannot represent the
allocation part of the problem maintaining the TUM constraints matrix.
An algorithm analysis is carried out next to highlight the number of SDC problems
solved by SDCS.

4.1. SDC Modulo Scheduler (SDCS)
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SDCS Algorithm Analysis
Algorithms 1 and 2 present the SDCS algorithm proposed by Canis, Brown and Anderson
2014. Firstly, in Algorithm 1, the non-resource constrained schedule is calculated once, resulting
in the As Soon As Possible (ASAP) schedule (line 1), which serves as base values for the
instructions time. All instructions are put in a queue to be processed in order (lines 2 to 4).
The number of iterations is constrained by the budget (line 3), which is defined as budget =
budgetRatio * n, where n loop size and budgetRatio is a user defined constant. This limit makes
the worst-case independent of the instructions queue size,
For each iteration, solver is invoked once before backtracking (line 11) and once
after the backtracking (line 17). Thus, the number of times the solver is invoked within the
backtracking function dictates the number of SDC problems solved.
Algorithm 1: Modulo SDC Scheduler(II, Budget) presented in Canis, Brown and
Anderson 2014
1 Schedule without resource constraints to get ASAP times;
2 SchedQueue ← all resource constrained instructions;
3 while schedQueue not empty and budget ≥ 0 do
4
I ← pop schedQueue;
5
time ← time of I from SDC schedule;
6
if scheduling I at time has no resource conflicts then
7
Add SDC constraint: tI = time;
8
Update MRT and prevSched for I;
9
else
10
Constrain SDC with GE constraint: tI ≥ time + 1;
11
Attempt to solve SDC scheduling problem;
12
if LP sover finds feasible schedule then
13
Add I to schedQueue;
14
else
15
Delete new GE constraint;
16
// See Algorithm 2
17
BackTracking(I, time);
18
Solve the SDC scheduling problem;
19
20

budget ← budget − 1;
return success if schedQueue is empty, otherwise fail

In Algorithm 2, the input instruction is attempted to be scheduled from its ASAP
scheduler time, until its current scheduled time (lines 2 to 4). In the worst-case, the ASAP
time will be 0 and its current scheduled time will be the whole schedule length, which, in the
worst-case, is a totally sequential path. Therefore, in the worst-case, solver will be invoked
∑nk=0 lk times, where lk is the latency of instruction k. For simplicity, assuming all instructions
have a maximum latency of lmax , it results in n × lmax solver invocations on the backtracking.
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Thus, the total number of solver calls is:
O(budgetRatio × n(2 + n × lmax )) = O(budgetRatio × n2 )

(4.1)

Algorithm 2: BackTracking(II, time) algorithm for SDC scheduler in Algorithm 1
presented in Canis, Brown and Anderson 2014
1

BackTracking (II, time)

2

for minTime = ASAP time of I to time do
SDC schedule with I at minTime ignoring resources;
break if LP solver finds feasible schedule;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

preveSched ← previous scheduled time for I;
if no prevSched or minTime ≥ prevSched then
evictTime ← minTime;
else
evictTime ← minTime + 1;
if resource conflict scheduling I at evictTime then
evictinst ← instruction at evictTime%II in MRT;
Remove all SDC constraints for evictInst;
Remove evictInst from MRT;
if Dependecy conflict schedulint I at evictTime then
forall S in already scheduled instructions do
Remove all SDC constraints for S;
Remove S from MRT;
Add S to schedQueue;
Add SDC constraint: tI = evictTime;
Update MRT and prevSched for I;

Although, if not constrained by the budget, in the very worst case, to schedule the first
instruction, all instructions would be scheduled and unscheduled, leading the backtracking to
execute n times. For each attempt to schedule the second instruction (n − 1 attempts), the first
instruction will have to be reschedule, resulting in n × (n − 1) attempts. Continuing this, the
n
n−1 i
n!
worst number of calls backtracking() is given by ∑
= ∑ ∏ (n − j). Resulting in a
i=1 (n − 1)!
i=0 j=0
number of solver calls complexity of:
n

n!
O (2 + n × lmax ) × ∑
i=1 (n − 1)!

!!

According to (Wall 1948), this can be rewritten as:
⇒ O ((2 + n × lmax ) × (e × n × Γ(n, 1)))
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⇒ O n2 Γ(n, 1)
Where,
Γ(n, x) = (n − 1)! 1 − e−x

n−1 k
x

!

∑ k!

k=0

n−1

1
⇒ Γ(n, 1) = (n − 1)! 1 − e−1 ∑
k=0 k!
n−1

For sufficiently large values of n,

1
e−1 ∑
k=0 k!

!

!
converges to 1. Then, lim Γ(n, 1) is a
n→∞

not defined limit of the form 0 × ∞.
n−1

But, for complexity evaluation purposes, we can safely assume that
!
n−1
1
< (n − 1)!.
1, and, consequently Γ(n, 1) = (n − 1)! 1 − e−1 ∑
k=0 k!

1
1 − e−1 ∑
k=0 k!

!
<

Thus, the SDCS number SDC problems solved complexity would be O(n2 (n − 1)!) =
O(n × n!) if no budget constraints were set.
It is important to notice that, SDCS algorithm iteratively adds constraints to the SDC
problem (line 10 on Algorithm 1 and line 10 on Algorithm 2) in an attempt to force the solution
to have a feasible MRT. In this sense, we say that the algorithm makes an implicit division of the
problem into its scheduling and allocation parts once it changes the scheduling problem part in
order to search through different allocations until it finds a valid MRT. This number of problems
solved is effectively the main source of its inefficiency.
Formulation 4.1 presents the SDC problem formulation. The constraints (line 3) capture
that instruction I j should start after instruction Ii , where Di is the delay of instruction Ii , bi, j
measures the intra-loop dependencies and is represented as a back-edge in the Data-Flow Graph
(DFG), such as bi, j > 0 for back-edges between Ii and I j , and bi, j = 0 for forward edges.
Formulation 4.1 – SDC problem.

(1)
(2)
(3)

4.2.

minimize: ∑i ti
subject to:
ti − t j
≤ −Di + bi, j II

ILP Modulo Scheduler (ILPS)

Oppermann et al. 2016 presents an alternative formulation for the module scheduling
problem based on an ILP formulation, which is motivated by the fact that the SDC formulation
cannot represent resource constraints.
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As such, ILPS formulates both schedule and allocation constraints, and with all the
information in a single problem, it guarantees to find the optimal solution and eliminates the
necessity of an iterative search. On the one hand, ILPS solves only one optimization problem. On
the other hand, the optimization problem is a general ILP, which is solvable in exponential time.
The typical formulation of a resource constraint scheduling problem includes time
decisions variables for each resource instance and for each time slot, resulting in large problem
sizes. To ease this burden, the ILPS uses overlap variables as suggested in Venugopalan and
Sinnen 2015.
The decision variables included are mi and ri , which give the congruence class of
instruction i in the schedule and its resource index, where i = 0, .., n − 1 are the instructions that
are processed on resource-constrained units.
The overlap variables included are the binary µi j , which is 1, if the congruence class of
i is smaller than j’s, and εi j , which is 1 if the resource designed to instruction i has an index
smaller than j’s. With these variables, it is possible to create constraints that guaranty MRT
validity.
The ILP formulation is presented in Problem 4.2, with domains described in Chart 4.
Chart 4 – Problem signature from the ILP module scheduling described in Oppermann et al. 2016.

Input
II
O = {0, . . . , n − 1}
Di , i ∈ O
E = {(i → j; b)} ⊆ O × O × 0, 1
R = mem, dsp
A = ak | k ∈ R
Lk ⊆ O
L = Uk∈R Lk
Output
ti , i ∈ O
ri , i ∈ L
Decision Variables
ti , i ∈ O
ri , i ∈ L
mi , i ∈ L
yi , i ∈ L
εi j , ∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
µi j , ∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j

Iteration Interval
Operations
Latency of operation i
dependency edges on data-path. b = 1 ⇔ backedge
Resource types
instance of resource k
resource limited operations of type k
union of all resource limited operations
start time of operation i
resource instance used by operation i
start time of operation i
resource instance used by operation i
congruence class of operation i
helper variable of operation i
= 1 if ri < r j , = 0 otherwise
= 1 if mi < m j , = 0 otherwise

Source: Oppermann et al. 2016.

From overlap variables number grows
complexity O(n2 ), where n is the loop size.
 with

2
As such, the ILPS overall complexity is O en . However, the fact that the ILP problem needs
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Formulation 4.2 – ILP formulation for module scheduling presented in Venugopalan and Sinnen 2015

(1) minimize

∑i∈O ti

(2) subject to: ti + Di

≤ t j + bII

∀i → j; b ∈ E

(3)
(4)
(5)

εi j + ε ji
r j − ri − 1 − (εi j − 1)ak
r j − ri − εi j ak

≤1
≥0
≤0

∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j

(6)
(7)
(8)

µi j + µ ji
m j − mi − 1 − (µi j − 1)II
m j − mi − µi j II

≤1
≥0
≤0

∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j

(9)

εi j + ε ji + µi j + µ ji

≥1

∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j

(10)
(11)
(12)

ti
ri
mi

= yi II + mi
≤ ak − 1
≤ II − 1

∀i ∈ L
∀i ∈ Lk
∀i ∈ Lk

(13)

t i + Di

≤ SLmax

∀i ∈ O

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

ti
ri
yi
mi
εi j
µi j

∈N
∈N
∈N
∈N
∈ {0, 1}
∈ {0, 1}

∀i ∈ O
∀i ∈ L
∀i ∈ L
∀i ∈ L
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j
∀k ∈ R : ∀i, j ∈ Lk , i ̸= j

to be solved only once per candidate II counterbalances its exponential solving time complexity
when compared with the SDCS.
First of all, a comparison between the ILPS and SDCS is presented in Oppermann et
al. 2016. However, the following SDCS changes were made by the authors in Oppermann et al.
2016:
RecMII is calculated as proposed in Venugopalan and Sinnen 2015,
The budget to increment II is changed for a time budget,
The topological order used by SDC is changed for a depth branch first order,
The CPLEX solver is used instead of the LPSolver.
Note that, with these changes, if an infeasible II is given to SDCS, it will spend all the
budget time trying to solve the problem. With these changes, the SDCS and ILPS show similar
efficiency to find a schedule to CHStone and MachSuite benchmarks (Venugopalan and Sinnen
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2015). Furthermore, ILPS does not consider other constraints that model HLS optimizations, as
chaining operations, which are implemented in LUP.
We implemented the ILPS on LegUP by adding the overlap constraints and variables on
a typical SDC formulation, what gives support for all HLS optimization implemented by LUP at
formulation level. The ILPS II candidates are the same as the SDCS ones, and we keep SDCS
default topological order and budget.

4.3.

List-Based Modulo Schedulers

Opposing the SDCS and ILPS, the list-based modulo schedulers family do not solve any
optimization problem. These schedulers have two main steps. In the first step, all instructions are
sorted according to a heuristic. In the second part, the instructions are allocated in the sorted order,
allowing to calculate their scheduling time. Once an instruction is allocated, its scheduled time is
calculated. As such, the following instruction needs to be allocated and scheduled according to
the previous instructions. This “one-at-a-time” scheduling and allocation is what characterizes
the list-based scheduler family.
Contrasting with list-based schedulers, an optimization problem calculates and allocates
all instructions at the same time, considering all combinations. As consequence, list-based
schedulers are usually fast, but often fail to find a schedule due to the restricted number of
scheduling and allocations explored, when compared to schedulers based on optimization
problems (Codina, Llosa and González 2002).
We choose the Swing Modulo Scheduler (SMS) (Llosa et al. 2001) to be implemented
and tested against the modulo schedulers presented in this chapter since it presents the best
results when compared to other list-based schedulers by Codina, Llosa and González 2002.
SMS has two main parts: The first part focuses on sorting the instructions such that the
distance between dependencies is minimized, aiming to reduce the register pressure. The second
part allocates the MRT instructions to calculate a scheduled time for them.
Since the list-based schedulers are not the base for our proposed modulo schedulers, and
for conciseness purposes, we refer to Llosa et al. 2001 for SMS implementation details.

4.4.

Explicitly Scheduling and Allocation Separation

Differently from the previous approaches, we propose a new approach that separates
the ILP formulation scheduling and allocation parts, which allows to use an SDC formulation
to solve the scheduling part and another method to explicitly traverse through valid MRT (i.e.
the allocation space). This approach differs from (Canis, Brown and Anderson 2014), which
modifies the SDC problem (scheduling part) by adding constraints trying to force its solution to
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have a valid MRT indirectly.
This section presents how we transform Formulation 4.2 to allow the scheduling and
allocation to be separately explored. Furthermore, this section presents a relaxation for the
proposed formulation, that is useful due to its feasibility properties.
On Formulation 4.2, the overlap variables (lines 5 to 11) guarantee that two instructions
are not allocated to the same MRT slot, and thus ensuring a valid MRT. In the proposed approach,
the allocation part will ensure a valid MRT construction, and as such the overlap variables are
eliminated from the formulation. The rest of the problem formulation has: dependency constraints
(line 4), other HLS constraints (line 15), and the linker constrains between ti and mi (line 12). As
such, the remaining problem can be rewritten as:
minimize: ∑i∈O ti
subject to:
ti − t j
≤ bi j II − Di
ti
= mi + yi II
Substituting ti by mi + yi × II in all constraints and objective function, ti is eliminated
from the problem, and yi is promoted to a decision variable, resulting in Formulation 4.3. Note
that ti values can be calculated with the mi values and the solution yi .
Formulation 4.3 – SDC problem for scheduling and allocation separation

(1)
(2)
(3)

minimize: ∑i∈O yi * II + mi
subject to:
%
$
bi j II − DI − (mi − m j )
yi − y j
≤
II

Other HLS constraints in the SDC can also be added in Formulation 4.3 in a similar way.
Assuming a valid MRT has been produced by the allocation stage, the mi and ri are
known, and by solving the SDC Formulation 4.3, the yi values are calculated in polynomial time,
leading to the ti values. Furthermore, the solution latency is used as an MRT measure of quality,
since solving Formulation 4.3 for different MRT results in schedules that differ only in latency,
which is the only non-constant factor in totalcycles = l + II × (tc − 1), for a given II.
Summarizing, formulation 4.3 allows us to divide the modulo scheduling problem into
the allocation and scheduling parts explicitly. The proposed method traverses the MRT space and
produces possible allocations, which then drive the scheduling part through the SDC Formulation
4.3. The obtained solutions latency guides the MRT traversing space.
The MRT space traversing can be performed by various methods such as a heuristic,
meta-heuristic, evolutionary algorithm, machine learning techniques, while the scheduling part
can be optimally solved using Formulation 4.3, in polynomial time.
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Nevertheless, Formulation 4.3 is not feasible for any MRT construction.
Definition: We define “feasible MRT” and “infeasible MRT” as MRT to which Formulation 4.3 is feasible and infeasible, respectively.
Formulation 4.3 feasibility is demonstrated by the Data-Flow Graph (DFG) example
in Figure 5a. Let’s assume that we only have 2 resource instances to execute instructions
Ii = {I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 , I5 }, thus minII = 3 and the MRT has 3 rows and 2 columns. Figure 5b and
5e show the Non-Resource Constrained As Soon As Possible (NRCASAP) schedule and the
optimal MRT, respectively.
Figure 5c shows a feasible MRT, with scheduling times t = {0, 1, 1, 3, 2}, and the backedge constraint given as t5 −t1 ≤ b5,1 ×II −D5 ⇒ t1 ≥ 0, which is satisfied since t1 = 0. Figure 5d
shows an infeasible MRT, with scheduling times t = {0, 3, 1, 1, 5}, and the back-edge constraint
given as t5 − t1 ≤ b5,1 × II − D3 ⇒ t1 ≥ 3, which is not satisfied since t1 = 0.
Figure 5 – Example of different MRT for a DFG.
(a) DFG example.
(b) NRCASAP
ex. 5a.
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As such, the allocation space exploration needs to also consider infeasible MRT, for
which the obtained solution quality (i.e. latency) is not available. As the MRT is infeasible, the
operations cannot be scheduled, and as such, there is no quality metric (i.e. schedule latency)
associated with the MRT.
In this fashion, a possible solution is to discard the infeasible MRT and keep generating
MRT and analysing only the feasible ones, as summarized in the flow presented in Figure 6a.
However, experimental work indicated that finding a feasible MRT through the above algorithm
is rare. More specifically, when using benchmark cp (described in Section 4.7.1), 145872.23
random MRT on average (50 repetitions) need to be created before finding a feasible one.
Instead of discarding infeasible MRT, we propose a new approach that allows the
association of an infeasible MRT with a latency value, and as such would allow its incorporation
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in the MRT exploration stage. The proposed approach is based on relaxing Formulation 4.3. The
relaxed formulation solution results in a schedule for the loop with an associated latency, even
though this may not be an actual solution for the non-relaxed problem. However, it can be used
to compare infeasible MRT with feasible ones, as illustrated in the flow in Figure 6b.
Figure 6 – Different flows to handle infeasible MRT.
(a) Straight forward.

(b) Using relaxation.

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Next, we present a relaxation for Formulation 4.3 that is guaranteed to be feasible even
for infeasible MRT. Formulation 4.4 relaxes Formulation 4.3 by renaming yi II = xi .
Formulation 4.4 – SDC problem relaxation for scheduling and allocation separation

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

minimize:
∑i∈O xi + mi
subject to:
xi − x j

≤ −Di + bi j II − (mi − m j )

In Formulation 4.4, there is no guarantee that xi values are multiples of II, and as such,
yi is not guaranteed to be integer. Thus, there is no guarantee that ti %II = (xi + mi )%II = mi . In
other words, the MRT that corresponds to the solution (calculated as ti %II) is not guaranteed to
be the same valid MRT used to construct the problem in Formulation 4.4, hence not guaranteed
to be valid. This has no consequences for the flow proposed in Figure 6b, since the schedule
values (ti ) are only used for comparison.
In the following paragraphs, it is proved that if a feasible MRT exists for Formulation
4.3, then Formulation 4.4 is always feasible (regardless of the MRT). As such, by employing
Formulation 4.4, the proposed methodology ensures that a schedule can be derived that can be
used to guide the DSE process.
Notation: let δ xab represent the xa − xb .
For the following proof, the following bounds need to be introduced:
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1. −(II − 1) ≤ δ mi j ≤ (II − 1)
2. 0 ≤ Di ≤ (II − 1)
3. 0 ≤ (II − 1) − Di ≤ (II − 1)

Bound 1 is a consequence that 0 ≤ mi ≤ (II − 1) for any instruction Ii by definition.
Bound 2 implies that instruction Ii delay is smaller than II, which is valid for functional units,
which are not pipelined themselves. Thus, it is imperative that every instruction has to finish its
execution before being executed again. Bound 3 is a consequence of bound 2.
The first consideration to make is that the dependencies created by the forward edges
(Ii → I j ) can always be satisfied regardless of the MRT. This is because the Right-Hand
Side (RHS) in Formulation 4.3 can be only 0 or −1, since bi j = 0, and bounds 1 and 2 make
−(II − 1) − (II − 1) ≤ −Di − δ mi j ≤ 0 + (II − 1). The forward edge constraints are also always
valid for Formulation 4.4 since it is a relaxation of Formulation 4.3. Thus, we will only consider
the back-edges constraints from now on.
Using bound 1, we can expand the RHS of Formulation 4.3 to enclose all possible values
of the MRT, including the ones that would make it infeasible, resulting in Inequality inq.1.


 

bi j II − Di − δ mi j
bi j II − Di + (II − 1)
δ yi j ≤
≤
II
II

(inq.1)

In the same fashion, for Formulation 4.4 to be feasible for any MRT, is equivalent to
rewrite the RHS on Formulation 4.4 as Inequality inq.2. That is, δ xi j has to be smaller than the
lower bound of bi j II − Di − δ mi j .

δ xi j ≤ bi j II − Di − (II − 1) ≤ bi j II − Di − δ mi j

(inq.2)

Thus, the condition for the feasible space of Formulation 4.4 to encompass all values of
MRT is if Inequality inq.1 is encompassed by Inequality inq.2, resulting in Inequality inq.3.



bi j II − Di + (II − 1)
≤ bi j II − Di − (II − 1)
II

(inq.3)

If II = 1, Inequality inq.3 always holds. Thus, we only need to analyse the case when
II > 1.

4.5. SDC-Based Genetic Algorithm (GAS)
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Using bound 3, we can see that the Left-Hand-Side of Inequality inq.3 is equal to bi j ,
implying that the condition in Inequality inq.3 can be rewritten as Inequality inq.4.

bi j ≤ bi j II − Di − (II − 1)
⇒ bi j ≤ bi j + bi j (II − 1) − Di − (II − 1)


Di + (II − 1)
⇒ bi j ≥
(II − 1)

(inq.4)

Finally, using bound 3, and that bi j ≥ 1 by definition, we conclude that Inequality inq.4
always holds, meaning also that Inequality inq.3 always holds.
As such, if Formulation 4.3 is feasible for an MRT, then Formulation 4.4 is always
feasible regardless the MRT.Next, we present a relaxation for Formulation 4.3 that is guaranteed
to be feasible even for infeasible MRT. Formulation 4.4 relaxes Formulation 4.3 by renaming
yi II = xi .

4.5.

SDC-Based Genetic Algorithm (GAS)

As noted in Section 4.4, any method of choice can explore the allocation space as long
valid and feasible MRT are produced by the method, then Formulation 4.3 can be used to solve
the scheduling problem. We chose a GA since it is known to be applicable for problems without
information about the solution structure (Mitchell 1996).
The first step is the GA chromosomes definition. Formulations 4.3 and 4.4 allow us to
select the MRT as chromosomes (individuals), what allows us to reduce the number of problem
variables (described in lines 5 to 11 on Formulation 4.2) by capturing these constraints with the
GA chromosome encoding. As will be explained later, the chromosome evolution guarantees a
valid MRT, and as such, lines 5 to 11 are removed (with the overlap variables).
The GA purpose is to evolve MRT (individuals) according to the final schedule latency
(fitness). That is, since II is given, and tc is constant, the GA evolves individuals to reduce the
solution latency. MRT are implemented as lists of (mi , ri , Ii ) triplet, where (mi , ri ) correspond
instruction Ii MRT slot, which is a common way to represent sparse matrices such as the MRT.
The proposed GA algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. The parameters impacting GAS
are the population size nPop, the insemination rate ir , the number of new individuals created at
each generation offspringSize, the minimum number of generation minGen, and the mutation
probability mutationProb.
The first step is the creation of a random population (lines 1 to 4). The initial population
is inseminated with individuals created by randomly legalizing the MRT associates with the
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NRCASAP schedule (lines 5 and 11) using the legalization process (described in details in
Algorithm 5). Since the NRCASAP schedule is the unreachable ideal, we expect that its MRT
values contain “good genes” and the optimal to be close to a slight modification of its MRT.
The population insemination introduces some knowledge about the solution structure
into the GA, which is shown to improve GA results as shown in (Rosa et al. 2016). Figure 7
shows a typical GAS execution number of generations needed to find a feasible MRT in function
of the population size, with and without the insemination. For Figure 7, we used the benchmark
complex (described in details in Section 4.7.1).
Figure 7 – Average number of generations needed to find a feasible MRT with and without the insemination process.

Source: Research data.

Consider the example in Figure 5a, with a0 = 2 resource instances and MII = 3. Figure
5b presents the NRCASAP MRT, which has three instruction with congruence class m = 1. The
legalization process can generate the MRT presented in Figures 5c, 5d, or 5e, which will be used
to inseminate the initial population.
The population is then evolved for minGen generations (lines 13 to 23). The evolution
process consists of creating offspringSize new individuals, called cubs, (lines 14 to 22), from two
different individuals randomly selected from the population (line 15) through a cross-over process
(described in details in Algorithm 6). The mutation occurs by attributing a new random empty
MRT slot to the instructions in the newly created MRT (lines 18 to 20). Then, the cubs are added
to the population (lines 21 and 22), what results in a nPop + offspringSize individuals population.
Selection is made by ordering and selecting the offspringSize best population individuals (lines
23 and 24).
Finally, the algorithm does not stop until it reaches the minimum number of generations
minGen, or until it finds a feasible MRT (line 27). Furthermore, we define budget as a maximum
number of generations in case a feasible MRT is not found (lines 25 and 26), which causes GAS
to return a failure for the given II meaning that the candidate II should be increased.
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Algorithm 3: Genetic Algorithm to calculate a schedule for a given II.
input :II and GA parameters
output :A schedule for II
1 /* Initialize population step
2 for i ← 0 to nPop − 1 do
3
create a valid MRTi by assigning each instruction to a random empty slot;
4
f itnessi ← evaluateIndividual(MRTi );
5
add (MRTi , f itnessi ) to population;
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

*/

/* Insemination Process
Calculate the non-resource constrained ASAP schedule;
Calculate the non-valid MRTASAP ;
for i ← 0 to ir * nPop do
MRTi ← MRTASAP ;
validateIndividual(MRTi );
f itnessi ← evaluateIndividual(MRTi );
add (MRTi , f itnessi ) to population;

*/

/* Population evolution
gen ← 0;
do
/* Offspring creation
for i ← 0 to offspringSize−1
do
2
(p1, p2) ← different random individuals in the population;
(cub1, cub2) ← crossOver(p1, p2);
for cub ∈ (cub1, cub2) do
/* mutation
for instruction I ∈ MRTcub do
if random probability > mutationProb then
reallocate I in a random available slot in the MRTcub ;

*/

*/

*/

f itnessi ← evaluateIndividual(MRTcub );
add (MRTcub , f itnesscub ) to population;
/* selection
sort population according to increasing f itness order;
population ← nPop first individuals of population;
if gen > budget × minGen then
fail to schedule with the given II;

*/

while !(gen ≥ minGen && f oundFeasible);

Algorithm 4 describes the evaluation function, which considers two cases. The first case
is when the MRT is feasible, and thus we have a solution to the problem. The second case is
when the MRT is infeasible, and thus Formulation 4.4 is used to calculate the fitness with a
penalty given by how many conflicts there were in the solution of Formulation 4.4.
First, the algorithm tries to solve Formulation 4.3 (line 1), and the resulting schedule
latency is returned if it is feasible (lines 2 to 5).
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If Formulation 4.3 is infeasible for the given MRT, Formulation 4.4 (line 7) is solved,
which is guaranteed to be feasible. The MRT corresponding to the relaxed problem solution
MRTrelaxed is calculated using mrelaxed
= ti %II (line 9), where ti = (xi + mi ). The latency is
i
calculated using ti values (line 9).
Since MRTrelaxed is not guaranteed to be valid, we modify it using the validation function
(line 11), which return how many resource conflicts the non-valid MRT had and randomly fixes
the MRT (as described in Algorithm 5).
Finally, the function returns the latency l for the relaxed schedule plus a penalty according
to the number of resource conflicts the MRT had times II (line 12). This penalty captures that
the relaxed schedule can be a solution for the non-relaxed one, which happens when no resource
conflicts occur, and also punishes relaxed schedules with conflicts, making them less likeable to
survive through generations.
Algorithm 4: Function for individual evaluation for the GA presented in Algorithm 3.
input :MRT
output :Fitness for the MRT
1 success ← solve Formulation 4.3 for MRT;
2 if success then
3
Calculate the solution latency l;
4
return l + II * tc;
5
f oundFeasible ← true
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

else
solve Formulation 4.4 for MRT;
Calculate the non valid MRTrelaxed ;
Calculate the solution latency l;
MRT ← MRTrelaxed ;
n_outs ← validateIndividual(MRT);
return l + II * n_outs;

As example, consider Figure 5c, which is feasible and Formulation 4.3 returns the
schedule t5c = {0, 1, 1, 2, 3}, with latency l5c = 4, resulting in f itness5c = 4.
Now, consider Figure 5d, which is infeasible, and solving Formulation 4.4 results in
x5d = {0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, thus t5d = {0, 1, 1, 1, 2}. Note that MRTrelaxed has instructions {I2 , I3 , I4 }
in the same congruence class, thus it is not valid, and the validation function will return the
latency l5d = 3 and the number of conflicts n_outs = 1, resulting in f itness5d = 3 + 1 * 3 = 6.
Furthermore, MRTrelaxed needs to be validated, before being added back to the population.
Algorithm 5 describes the function used to modify non-valid MRT into valid ones,
randomly handling conflicts, and also counting how many conflicts there were in the MRT. This
function is necessary for the insemination and individual evaluation processes since invalid MRT
can be generated in both procedures.
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Each resource constrained instruction I is attempted to be allocated in its current MRT
slot (lines 2 and 3), and if there is already another instruction allocated to that slot, I is attempted
to be scheduled in another resource instance, with the same congruence class (lines 4 to 8). This
solves conflicts where two instructions are assigned for the same resource instance, but there are
still other available instances in the same congruence class.
If all resources are busy, a randomly allocated instruction Ir in the congruence class is
selected (line 10), and the number of conflicts is incremented (line 16). Finally, both instruction
dispute a coin toss to define which one will be allocated to a random MRT empty slot (lines 11
to 15). This random selection is made as there is no information on which allocation is the best
to be performed.
Algorithm 5: Function for counting and fixing MRT conflicts for the GA presented
in Algorithm 3.
input :MRT
output :New valid MRT and n_outs
1 n_outs ← 0;
2 for each instruction I ∈ MRT do
3
if MRT slot is not available then
4
m → I congruence class;
5
r → I resource instance;
6
rtry ← any available resource instance in the congruence class m;
7
if ∃ rtry then
8
allocate I in slot (m, rtry );
9
10
11
12
13

else
Ir ← a random allocated instruction of congruence class m;
/* 50 % chance for each case
if random(0, 1) ≥ 0.5 then
reallocate I to an available random MRT slot (new random (m, r)
values);

16

else
allocate I in Ir slot in the MRT;
reallocate Ir to an available random MRT slot;

17

n_outs = n_outs + 1;

14
15

18

*/

return n_outs;

To illustrate the validation process, consider Figure 5b. First I1 , I2 , and I3 will successfully
be allocated in their congruence class. Then I4 will fail to be allocated with m4 = 1. A random
allocated instruction with m = 1 is chosen, which can be I2 or I3 . Let’s assume that I2 is chosen,
then a random selection between I2 and I4 will be performed. If I2 is selected, it remains as it
is, and I4 is randomly allocated into an empty slot, which can result to MRT depicted in Figure
5c or Figure 5e. If I4 is selected, I2 is randomly allocated which leads to the MRT depicted in
Figure 5d.
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Algorithm 6 describes the single point cross-over function used. The cross-over point is a
randomly chosen number of instructions (line 1), which are copied to cub1 and cub2 respectively
from parents p1 and p2 (lines 2 to 4). The rest of the instructions are copied from the opposite
parent (lines 5 to 7). This simple process might cause MRT conflicts since an instruction of
the first part of p1 can occupy the same slot as an instruction in the second part of p2 . Possible
conflicts are solved using the validation process described in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 6: Cross-over function for the GA presented in Algorithm 3.
input :Parents p1 and p2
output :Offspring cub1 and cub2
1 crossPoint ← rand(1, nInsts − 1);
2 /* copy first part of chromosome from corresponding parent
3 for Ii ← 0 to crossPoint − 1 do
4
cub1 :: (mi , ri , Ii ) ← p1 :: (mi , ri , Ii );
5
cub2 :: (mi , ri , Ii ) ← p2 :: (mi , ri , Ii );
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

*/

/* copy second part of chromosome from the other parent
for Ii ← crossPoint to nInsts − 1 do
cub1 :: (mi , ri , Ii ) ← p2 :: (mi , ri , Ii );
cub2 :: (mi , ri , Ii ) ← p1 :: (mi , ri , Ii );

*/

/* fix possible conflicts in the cubs
validateIndividual(MRTcub1 );
validateIndividual(MRTcub2 );

*/

To illustrate the cross-over, consider Figures 5c and 5d, which are represented by
the lists p1 = MRT5c = {(0, 0, I1 ), (1, 0, I2 ), (1, 1, I3 ), (0, 1, I4 ), (2, 0, I5 )} and p2 = MRT5d =
{(0, 0, I1 ), (2, 0, I2 ), (1, 1, I3 ), (1, 0, I4 ), (0, 1, I5 )}, respectively. The cross-over point is a random
number between 1 and 4. Supposing the cross-over point is 2, the resulting cubs would be
cub1 = {(0, 0, I1 ), (1, 0, I2 ), (1, 1, I3 ), (1, 0, I4 ), (0, 1, I5 )} and cub2 = {(0, 0, I1 ), (2, 0, I2 ), (1, 1, I3 )
, (0, 1, I4 ), (2, 0, I4 )}.
Finally, the total number of individuals evaluated by GAS is totalIndividuals = nPop ×
(1 + inseminationRate) + maxGen × offspringSize. Under the proposed formulation, for each
individual a maximum of two SDC problems are solved. As such, in order for GAS to be faster
than SDCS, the totalIndividuals need to be less than the number of problems solved by SDCS.
Let nPop = offspringSize = α × n and maxGen = β , where α and β are parameters defined by the user, and n is the loop size. Thus, totalIndividuals = n×(α(1+inseminationRate)+
β ). Since, in worst-case, 2 SDC problems are solved per individual (Formulations 4.3 and 4.4),
the number SDC problems solved by GAS scales linearly with the loop size.
The conditions for GAS to be faster than the SDCS worst-case are:
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2 × (αn(1 + ir ) + β (αn)) < budgetRatio × n2
⇒

2α(β + 1 + ir )1

⇒

2α(β +1+ir )
budgetRatio

< budgetRatio × n
<n

(4.2)

Inequality 4.2 is a sufficient condition for GAS to be faster than SDCS worst-case. We
will come back to the impact of the above condition in the performance evaluation section when
the parameters α and β are tuned.

4.6.

Non-Iterative Modulo Scheduler (NIS)

This section presents the studies made to answer two questions that naturally arise on the
genetic algorithm presented in section 4.5: “what makes an individual to have a good fitness?”
and “what makes an MRT infeasible?”. Such questions allowed us to implement a data-flowbased method to create a valid and feasible MRT, with latency minimization. The creation of
such MRT allows us to avoid GAS and SDCS iterative searches.
Thus, unifying the MRT construction method presented in this section with Formulation
4.3 creates a non-iterative approach that avoids solving several SDC problems to find a valid
MRT (as SDCS), avoids solving the scheduling and allocation parts (as ILPS) simultaneously,
avoids evolving several MRT to find a feasible one (as in GAS), and evaluates several schedules
for the given MRT (opposing to SMS).
The proposed NIS focus on two objectives during MRT construction, the MRT feasibility
and the schedule latency reduction. Next, we analyse both objectives and present the proposed
heuristic to construct feasible and valid MRT.

Objective 1: MRT Feasibility
Consider all cycles ψ in a DFG, which is a list of edges starting with the back-edge
destination and ending with the back-edge source. Figure 8 presents a simple example with 3
cycles: ψ0 = {I1 , I5 , I6 , I7 , I4 }, ψ1 = {I1 , I2 , I3 , I7 , I4 }, and ψ2 = {I1 , I5 , I8 , I4 }.
To analyse Formulation 4.1 feasibility, we need to consider all constraints related to
instructions belonging to cycles, once the other instructions do not render Formulation 4.1
infeasible (Rosa, Bouganis and Bonato 2018).
Writing all constraints for all instruction in a cycle ψ = {iα , iα+1 , . . . , iω−1 , iω } results
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Figure 8 – A simple DFG example.

Source: Elaborated by the author.

in Inequalities 4.3.


 tα − tα+1 ≤ −Dα
...


tω − tα ≤ −Dω + bω,α II

(4.3)

Inequality 4.4 results from summing up all Inequalities 4.3, and is defined as the “slack”
of cycle ψ.

ψ

ψ

sψ = lb − l f ≥ 0

(4.4)

ψ

Where l f = ∑i∈ψ Di defines the cycle forward path length in a non-resource constrained
ψ
schedule, and lb = bω,α II is defined as the cycle back-edge length.
Considering the resources constraints, an instruction Ii is associated with its congruence
class mi in the MRT, which can create a delay to the instruction execution defined as 0 ≤ gi ≤
II − 1.
Then, Equation 4.4 is redefined in Inequality 4.5 as the effective slack, which represents
the final schedule slack.

ψ

ψ

esψ = lb − l f − ∑ gi = sψ − ∑ gi ≥ 0
i∈ψ

(4.5)

i∈ψ

The condition esψ ≥ 0 | ∀ψ is necessary to satisfy all Inequalities 4.3. Thus, it is also a
condition for the MRT to be feasible.
Even though gi can be only calculated with the final schedule in place, Inequality 4.5
shows that a larger slack sψ means that ∑i∈ψ gi can be larger without violating esψ ≥ 0. In other
words, a larger slack sψ means that the cycle ψ instructions can be more “re-arranged” in the
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MRT without violating esψ ≥ 0. As such, the proposed heuristic set instructions in DFG cycles
with smaller sψ to be arranged in the MRT with a higher priority.

Objective 2: Latency Reduction
As noted in Section 4.6, the position of an instruction in the MRT can add delays gi in
ψ
the final schedule forward length es f . This is caused when an instruction is scheduled with a
congruence class different from m0 = t0 %II, where t0 is the time when all its dependencies are
ready. Furthermore, whenever an instruction dependency is delayed due to MRT conflicts, the
instruction itself should be delayed the same amount in the MRT, in order to match mi and m0 .
Thus, we can conclude that the instructions should be arranged in the MRT such that all
instruction dependencies are arranged before itself. In other words, the instructions should be
arranged in topological order.

Proposed Heuristic
The proposed heuristic main idea is to find an ordering to the instructions for scheduling
that explores Sections 4.6 and 4.6 priorities. Algorithm 7 implements such heuristic with the
following three main steps.
The first step creates a list with all cycles ψ (line 1) and calculates all sψ values (line 2).
Cycles are sorted according to sk (line 3). Instructions in the cycles are parsed into a unique list
(a list without repeated elements) (lines 4 and 5), eliminating double entries from instructions
that appear in more than one cycle (as i5 which is shared by ψ0 and ψ2 in Figure 8). Finally, the
unique list is topologically ordered using a depth-first order (lines 6 to 9).
The second step creates the topological order of all instructions that are not contained
in cycles. The length of instruction Ii is set as the maximum length of all paths containing Ii
(lines 10 and 11). Then, the DFG edges whose Ii is source are sorted accordingly to destination
edge length (lines 12 and 13). A depth-first search is performed in the ordered DFG, giving a list
of instructions ordered accordingly to their length (line 15). Finally, this list is appended to the
ordered list if all its predecessors are already in the list (lines 17 to 19).
The third step creates the MRT. The ASAP schedule is calculated by solving formulation
4.1, resulting in the base congruence class values m0i = tiasap (line 20). The base m0i value
is updated by propagating delays from its predecessors (line 22). Non-resource constrained
instructions are allocated in lines 23 and 24. Resource-constrained instructions are attempted
to be allocated to MRT slot m = m0i (lines 28 to 31). However, in case no slot is available, the
congruence class is incremented and we count an increment delay (lines 27 and 32). Finally, the
delay increments are recursively passed to all instructions that have i as predecessor (line 33).
Following the example in Figure 8 for the first steps, a topological order with increasingly
slack priority for cycles sψ = {ψ0 , ψ1 , ψ2 } would be order = {I1 , I5 , I6 , I2 , I3 , I7 , I8 , I4 }, and for the
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Algorithm 7: NIS algorithm.
input :Data-Flow Graph, Constraints, II
output :Valid MRT
1 /* Topological-slack order
2 create the set Ψ containing all cycles;
3 calculate sψ ∀ψ ∈ Ψ;
4 sort Ψ increasingly according to sψ ;
5 for ψ ∈ Ψ do
6
add all instructions i to list if i ∈
/ list;
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

for i ∈ list do
if ∀ j ∈ dep(i), j ∈ oList && j ∈ list then
add i to oList if ;
recursively add all i successors k to oList if ∀ j ∈ dep(k), j ∈ oList && j ∈ list ;
/* Topological-path length order
for i ∈ O do
lengthi ← maximum length between all paths containing i;

clean list;
Fill list with the Deep First Search order;
for i ∈ list do
if ∀ j ∈ dep(i), j ∈ oList then
add i to oList if ;
recursively add all i successors k to oList if ∀ j ∈ dep(k), j ∈ ocList;
/* Filling the MRT with oList
calculate the ASAP schedule;
for i ∈ oList do
m0 ← (tis %II + delayi )%II;
if i is not resource constrained then
MRT (m0 , 0) ← i;

34
35

inc ← inc + 1; m ← m + 1;

29
30
31
32
33

36

*/

for i ∈ O do
sort j ∈ uses(i) decreasingly according to length j ;

else
m ← m0 ; inc ← 0;
while i is not allocated do
for r ∈ 0 to ak | i is type k do
if MRT (m, r) is available then
MRT (m, r) ← i;
set i as allocated;

28

*/

*/

recursively propagate inc to all i successors;

second step, suppose that lf = {1, 2, 3} and the path {I1 , I9 , I10 , I11 } has length 4, a topological order with decreasingly path length priority would be order = {I1 , I9 , I10 , I11 , I5 , I8 , I2 , I3 , I5 , I6 , I7 , I4 }.
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4.7.

Modulo Schedulers Comparison
In this section we present a detailed comparison between SDCS, ILPS, SMS, GAS, and

NIS.
Chart 5 presents a comparison between the SDCS, ILPS, GAS, and SMS. ILPS has
the worse solving scalability, which also has the worse scaling with the loop size, n. The
optimization problems solved by GAS and NIS have a better asymptotic scaling than the ones
solved by SDCS, as GAS and NIS do not add allocation related constraints to its problems as
SDCS does (Section 4.1).
Chart 5 – Comparison between the state-of-the-art and proposed modulo schedulers.

Problem type
Solve complexity
allocation related
constraints
# Problems solved
Optimal II guarantee
Optimal Latency
guarantee

SDCS

ILPS

GAS

NIS

SMS

SDC
Polynomial
grows during
execution
O(n2 )
no
no

ILP
Exponential
O(n2 )

SDC
Polynomial
0

SDC
Polynomial
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

1
yes
yes

O(n)
no
no

2
no
no

N/A
no
no

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The main SDCS source of inefficiency lies on its iterative heuristic search that tries
to find a solution with a valid MRT, and on its incapability to prove infeasibility for a given
II. The ILPS main source of inefficiency lies on its quadratic scaling problem size, and its
exponential solver complexity. In contrast, GAS search solves a linear number of problems,
achieving better complexity than SDCS. Furthermore, GAS problems are in the SDC form,
maintaining a polynomial solving time. Finally, NIS solves a constant number of SDC problems,
reaching further improvements in speed compared to GAS.
Concerning the quality of the achieved solution, SDCS does not guarantee latency or II
optimality due to its heuristic nature. If a solution cannot be found within a pre-allocated time
budget, the II is increased and a new search is performed. On contrary, ILPS guarantees both
latency and II optimality, since the solver guarantees to find the optimal solution for the problem,
for a given II, or declare infeasibility. GAS and NIS do not guarantee latency or II optimality
since the GA may fail to find a feasible MRT before it reaches its stop criteria, and NIS can
simple create an infeasible MRT.
This section presents three different comparisons between the schedulers for a set of
benchmarks presented in Section 4.7.1. First, Section 4.7.2 presents a speed-latency comparison,
demonstrating the proposed schedules number of SDC solved problems reduction and the latency
and totalcycles impacts. Second, Section 4.7.3 presents results when loop unrolling is applied
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together with the loop pipelining, demonstrating the achieved time scaling desired by the local
DSE and the hardware metrics impacts of the proposed methods. Finally, Section 4.7.4 present
results relating the scheduler latency and hardware metrics, demonstrating that the proper DSE
can mitigate the proposed schedulers negative impact in the hardware metrics.

4.7.1.

Benchmark Selection

Table 3 provides the characteristics, number of operations per type, resource constraints,
back-edge distance, and minimum II estimation for the HLS benchmark set designed by Canis,
Brown and Anderson 2014 and Liu, Bayliss and Constantinides 2015. The benchmarks are
challenging scheduling problems due to the number of resource-constrained operations and the
data-path structures.
Table 3 – Benchmark selection and characterization.

Name
multipliers

Short
Name
mt

Loop
size
28

Arrays
Size
100

dividers

dv

72

100

faddtree

fat

81

100

add int

ai

82

100

complex

cp

98

100

adderchain

ac

92

100

#Operations
Constraints

+/*/%/f+/f*/f%/[]
8/2/0/0/0/0/7
3/1/x/x/x/x/1
12/0/4/0/0/0/11
3/x/2/x/x/x/2
7/0/0/21/0/0/22
3/x/x/1/x/x/2
0/0/0/21/9/0/12
x/x/x/3/3/x/2
21/7/2/0/0/0/25
3/3/1/x/x/x/2
48/0/0/0/0/0/24
3/x/x/x/x/x/2

RecMII/ ResMII/
MII
3/4/4
3/6/6
27/11/27
1/12/12
20/13/20
3/12/12

Source: Research data.

All schedulers were implemented as part of LUP infrastructure, where the SDCS is
natively implemented. LUP imposes that all loop bounds and array sizes be statically determined,
only the innermost loops can be pipelined, and conditional paths have to be merged into a single
basic block. The whole code is entirely “inlined” to allow the usage of local memories. It should
be noted that the above restrictions are due to LUP infrastructure and not due to the proposed
method.
The results were obtained on a computer with Ubuntu 14.04, 16 GB of Random Access
Memory (RAM), and an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz. All schedulers were
implemented within LUP 4.0 as LLVM 3.5 opt passes, using Gurobi 7.5 (Optimization 2017)
as solver. SDCS budget is set to 6 (LUP default) and INCREMENTAL_SDC = 1 is used, ILPS
time budget is set to 10 minutes, and GAS is set as presented in Rosa, Bouganis and Bonato
2018.
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To evaluate the different schedulers effects on the hardware quality, all designs in the
scaling tests have been implemented using Quartus II 16.1, targeting a Stratix V board, with
OPTIMIZATION_TECHNIQUE=speed, auto_dsp_recognition off, dsp_block_balancing
"logic elements", and max_balancing_dsp_blocks 0 to remove the usage of hardcore
DSP, avoiding influences in the Adaptive Logic Modules (ALMs) and Registers usage during
this comparison.

4.7.2.

Generated Schedules Comparison

Table 4 shows the number of problems solved for each benchmark. NIS solves only 2
SDC problems per loop, while SDCS and GAS solve several problems. ILPS solves only one
ILP problem per loop per candidate II. Table 4 also presents the reached II value, latency, total
number of cycles for loop completion, and total computation time for all schedulers. Table 4
last column shows the row geomean normalized according to the SDCS geomean. All values in
Table 4 are the average of 50 repetitions. The results for SDCS, ILPS, and NIS are integers since
they are deterministic methods, while GAS has a random nature.
SDCS, ILPS, GAS, and NIS were able to find the minimum II for all benchmarks. SMS
fails for all benchmarks apart from cp, for which it achieves a larger II than the other approaches.
Further investigation on the failing cases reveals that SMS fails in its second heuristic (i.e. the
one used to construct a schedule). This happens if back-edge instructions have conflicts in the
MRT, making them be reallocated in a way that violates the back-edge constraints, forcing the
algorithm to stop and return a failure.
The obtained SMS results are not unexpected since list-based schedulers do not explore
multiple solutions, making them unable to handle loops with complex data-flows leading to no
solutions or to a schedule with larger IIs when compared with methods that explore multiple
solutions as shown in (Codina, Llosa and González 2002).
GAS and NIS achieve 20% and 16% worse latency than SDCS, making the total number
of cycles for loop completion to be affected by 5% and 1%, respectively. When considering
the total computation time, NIS is 100× faster than SDCS, due to its constant number of SDC
problems solved. GAS is 3.17 times faster than SDCS. SMS is more than 100× faster than NIS
for cp benchmark.
Even though results on Table 4 indicate that the larger latencies achieved by NIS and
GAS have their impact amortized in the totalcycles , it is expected that pipelines with larger latency
will create deeper pipelines, which have larger register pressures, implying in need of more
registers and multiplexers in the final hardware (Llosa et al. 2001).
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Table 4 – Performance and computation time comparison between the state-of-the-art and proposed
modulo schedulers (50 repetitions average).

Time (s)

Totalcycles (103 )

Latency
(cycles)

Initiation
interval

# problems
solved

Name
mt
SDCS 40
ILPS 1
GAS 17
NIS
2
SMS
fail

dv
201
1
71
2
fail

fat
175
1
174
2
fail

ai
155
1
62
2
fail

cp
380
8
120
2
N/A

ac
661
1
95.64
2
fail

geo. rate
1
0.01
0.37
0.01
N/A

SDCS
ILPS
GAS
NIS
SMS

4
4
4
4
fail

6
6
6
6
fail

27
27
27
27
fail

12
12
12
12
fail

20
20
20
20
21

12
12
12
12
fail

1
1
1
1
N/A

SDCS
ILPS
GAS
NIS
SMS

24
23
26 .00
28
fail

72
71
84 .00
73
fail

101
101
118 .38
120
fail

95
91
138 .73
102
fail

127
122
155 .29
141
121

25
12
28 .00
36
fail

1
0.86
1.20
1.16
N/A

SDCS
ILPS
GAS
NIS
SMS

0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
fail

0.31
0.31
0.32
0.31
fail

1.15
1.15
1.17
1.17
fail

0.19
0.19
0.23
0.20
fail

1.81
1.80
1.84
1.82
1,82

1.09
1.08
1.10
1.10
fail

1
0.99
1.05
1.01
N/A

18.23
1.14 e2
1.76
0.06
fail

35.61
1.17 e3
5.24
0.12
0.001

32.92
1.13 e3
3.36
0.11
fail

1
1.62 e3
0.18
0.01
N/A

SDCS 1.34
ILPS 1.79
GAS
0.46
NIS
0.07
SMS
fail

12.35
17.08
3.42 e2 1.19 e3
2.23
5.51
0.08
0.07
fail
fail

Source: Research data.

4.7.3.

Scaling Comparison

To exemplify scalability, Figures 9 and 10 present the computation time and achieved II,
respectively, as a function of the loop size when Loop Unrolling is applied (unrolled loop
size) before pipelining. Local memories are utilized to avoid memory bottlenecks, improving
performance. The unroll factor is presented besides NIS marks. Missing points mean that the
scheduler fails to find a schedule in a 1-hour budget. ILPS results are not presented for this
experiment given its poor scalability.
Figure 9 shows how the NIS gain in speed increases with the loop size, what is
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expected given its constant number of SDC problems solved. Figure 10 shows NIS and GAS
can achieve better IIs than SDCS for large loops, indicating that NIS and GAS can improve the
totalcycles when compared to SDCS for very large and complex loops. Figures 9 and 10 missing
points indicate that GAS and NIS can explore the solution space better than SDCS.
Figure 9 – Computation time in function of the unrolled loop size.
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Figure 10 – II obtained as a function of the unrolled loop size.
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Figures 11, 12, and 13 present the number of ALM, registers usage and maximum
frequency achieved by the designs according to the unrolled loop size (10 repetitions average).
The differences in Figures 11, 12, and 13 are explained by the fact that the schedule impacts
strongly the register pressure (Llosa et al. 1998), reflecting in the multiplexes network, maximum
frequency, and possible optimizations performed by the synthesis tool.
Figures 11 and 12 show that SDCS results in fewer hardware resources in most cases
(when it can create a schedule), indicating a better register pressure than the other schedulers.
NIS obtains results similar to SDCS in all benchmarks apart from dv, where its resources usage
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Figure 11 – ALM usage as a function of the unrolled loop size.
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Figure 12 – Registers usage as a function of the unrolled loop size.
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is 2× larger than the other schedulers. This occurs because NIS does not optimize for latency
as much as GAS evolution or SDCS heuristic, resulting in a deeper pipeline which degrades
increasing hardware resources usage (Dai et al. 2017).
GAS presents worse or similar results to NIS in all benchmarks apart from dv, what is
explained by the fact that it quickly tries to find a valid and feasible solution, without optimizing
the register pressure. NIS ordering heuristics allocates instructions and its dependencies close to
each other, which reduces the register pressure (Llosa et al. 2001).
Figure 13 shows that NIS does not strongly impact the maximum frequency when
compared to SDCS, while it also shows the negative impact on the maximum frequency caused
by the GAS larger register pressure.
Even though unrolling the loop prior to pipelining might reduce the number of clock
cycles required to complete the loop execution, Figures 11 and 12 show that the negative impact
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Figure 13 – Achieved maximum frequency as a function of the unrolled loop size.
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in hardware resources and frequency can restrain the overall performance. Nevertheless, the
usage of unrolling together with pipelining in this paper has its purpose of demonstrating the NIS
scalability and final hardware quality impact, as presented in Rosa, Bouganis and Bonato 2018.

4.7.4.

Resources Constraints, Latency, and Hardware Metrics

In this section we explore the relation between schedule latency, resources constraints
and hardware resources usage, which is important to evaluate in which conditions GAS and NIS
do not have a significant negative impact in the final hardware resources usage and how this
reflects in the local DSE.
In order to demonstrate the relation between schedule latency and hardware resources
usage, we selected the benchmark dv as an example, which ALM and Registers usage strongly
affected by the schedule latency according to empirical tests, and evaluate several schedules with
different latencies. An unroll factor of 2 is used to make the problem complex enough for the
schedulers to return significantly different scheduler.
To create schedules with different latencies, ILPS, SDCS, GAS and NIS were used with
the configurations as described in Chart 6.
Chart 6 – Schedulers configurations to obtain schedules with different latencies.

ILP*
ILP-10
GAS{-0.5,-1,-2,-3}
NIS
NIS-DFS

ILPS without time budget, which provides the optimal solution
ILPS with 10 minutes time budget;
GAS with α = {0.5, 1, 2, 3}, respectively
NIS with the topological order presented in Algorithm 7
NIS with a Deep-First Search topological order
Source: Elaborated by the author.
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Figures 14a and 14b present the ALM and registers usage in function of the latency for
each schedule. Even though the results in Table 4 show that the latency has a small impact in the
totalcycles , Figure 14 indicates that it might affect strongly the hardware resources used, what
makes the overall optimization a more complex problem.
These effects indicate that NIS is more adequate for DSE early stages, where NIS faster
computation time benefits the comparison of many different designs configurations, while a
more robust scheduler, as ILPS, should be used in a fine optimization later stage of hardware
development.
Figure 14 – Hardware usage scaling with latency for benchmark dv.
(a) ALMs usage scaling with latency for bench- (b) Register usage scaling with latency for
benchmark dv.
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The correlation between latency and hardware resource usage observed in Figures 14a and
14b does not imply that a smaller latency results in a smaller register pressure, as demonstrated
by SDCS point which uses more resources while has larger latency than GAS-1, GAS-0.5, and
NIS points.
It is important to notice that the resources constraints presented in Table 1 (the same as
used by Canis, Brown and Anderson 2014 and Rosa, Bouganis and Bonato 2018), were fixed
arbitrarily, implying that the extra resources usage due to schedules with larger latency in Figure
14 is purely an overhead caused by the larger register pressure.
In this scenario, it is desirable to increase the resource constraints, which adds more
columns to the MRT. The consequences of having more resources available are: a reduction of
conflicts during the scheduling, schedules with a shorter path (smaller latency), a possible II
reduction (for RecMII constrained benchmarks). Thus, increasing the resources constraints can
significantly improve the overall number of cycles for loop completion However, to choose the
best number of resource constraints, a full resources constraints DSE must be performed.
To demonstrate that using the right set of resources constraints we can diminish the
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schedulers hardware metrics impact we evaluate an exhaustive search over all combinations
of resources constraints using ILPS, SDCS, GAS, and NIS. Then, we calculate the Euclidean
distance between the hardware metrics obtained with SDCS, GAS, and NIS and the hardware
metrics obtained with ILPS.
Figure 15 presents the histograms showing how many designs there are aggregated
by the distance between the hardware metrics created using SDCS, GAS, and NIS and the
hardware metrics created using ILPS (used as reference due its optimality) for the same resources
constraints configuration.
We do not present results for ai benchmark since its configuration space has more than
100000 configurations, making unpractical to perform an exhaustive search.
Figure 15 shows that there are resources constraints configurations that result in small
hardware metrics impacts for all schedulers, indicating that the hardware metrics impacts observed in Figures 11 and 12 can be mitigated with proper resources constraints values definition.
Furthermore, Figure 15 gives us an idea about the negative hardware metrics probability
function for each scheduler (supposing random configurations), which resembles a half-Gaussian
distribution. In this picture we can see how the standard deviation is higher for GAS and NIS.
As such, the standard variation can be used as a metric to measure and compare the schedulers
impact in the hardware metrics.
The DSE can be accelerated by exploring the design space with NIS (or SDCS and
GAS). The resulting Pareto-optimal solutions configurations can be used with ILPS to create an
Pareto-optimal approximation. To demonstrate the schedulers DSE impact in the final hardware
metrics, we calculate the Pareto-optimal points for the exhaustive search using ILPS, which
will serve as reference set. Then, we calculate Pareto-optimal points for the exhaustive search
using SDCS, GAS, and NIS, and use the correspondent configurations to create designs using
ILPS, resulting in the Pareto-optimal approximation for each scheduler. Finally, the two sets are
compared with the Average Distance from Reference Set (ADRS).
The ADRS is defined by Equation 4.6, where Γ = {γ1 , . . . , γn }, and Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωm }
are the reference points and approximated sets, respectively. In Equation 4.6, first the distance
from a point in the reference set is calculated with all approximated set points. The minimal
result is accumulated for all reference set points and averaged. Thus, the closer ADRS is to
0, the closer the Pareto curves are from each-other. Note that points repeated in the same set
reduce the ADRS. Thus, we measure the ADRS only between unique points in the reference and
approximated sets.



aω − aγ lω − lγ
1
ADRS(Γ, Ω) =
min max
,
∑ ω∈Ω
|Γ| γ∈Γ
aγ
lγ

(4.6)

Table 5 presents the ADRS reference set (using ILPS) and the approximated sets (using
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Figure 15 – Number of resources constraints configuration grouped by SDCS, GAS, and NIS hardware
metrics distance from ILPS hardware metrics.
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SDCS, GAS, and NIS), showing SDCS, GAS, and NIS impact the design space by less than 1%.
The average distance is measured as avgDist = 100 − geomeani∈benchmarks (100 − ADRSi ) since
the geomean requires values greater than zero.
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Table 5 – ADRS (%) between ILPS Pareto-optimal solutions and SDCS, GAS, and NIS Pareto-optimal
solutions compiled with ILPS.

Benchmark

mt

dv

fat

cp

ac

avgDist

SDCS
GAS
NIS

0.000
0.170
1.481

0.957
0.584
1.505

0.597
0.308
0.704

0.322
1.026
0.467

0.000
1.887
0.804

0.376
0.797
0.993

Source: Research data.

Even though NIS results in an DSE ADRS 2.65× higher than SDCS, design space
approaches consider ADRS < 5% as low values, and ADRS < 1.7% as extremely low values
(Schafer 2016). Thus, we can safely assert the NIS adequacy for speeding-up the DSE due to its
speed-up compared to the other schedulers and the less than 1% impact in the final hardware
resources.

4.8.

Final Remarks on Modulo Schedulers

The modulo scheduling methods in the literature are iterative approaches which dominate
the HLS time complexity, becoming a local DSE bottleneck. This bottleneck comes from the
excessive number of SDC problems solved by the methods, which were the acceleration target in
this chapter.
The proposed methods explore the explicit separation between the problem scheduling
and allocation parts created by the proposed SDC formulation. As such the proposed GAS and
NIS achieve an asymptotic reduction the in loop pipelining computation time, removing it as a
local DSE bottleneck.
Concerning the final implementation quality, the results demonstrate how latency and
hardware resources usage relationship can impact the proposed methods usage. However we also
demonstrate how this impact can be mitigated by defining proper resources constrains values,
which also motivated the local DSE.
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CHAPTER

5
LOCAL DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

Recapping from Chapter 3, having a fast local DSE method has been identified as a key
to enable the local DSE, which was restricted by the loop pipelining computation time, especially
when applied alongside loop unrolling. Chapter 4 presented two new approaches for reducing
the loop pipelining scaling complexity, removing it as a DSE bottleneck. As such, we now focus
this thesis back on the local DSE acceleration.
Section 5.1 presents in-depth state-of-the-art approaches and analyses the literature to
identify its current gap, which show how the complex relationships between configuration and
design spaces hurt the performance of the methods. Such analyses culminate in an individual
directives study proposal, which allows mitigating the complex relationships between configuration and design spaces. As such, we propose to study loop pipelining, unrolling, and resources
constraints, which are three of the most impactful and common directives. The rest of this chapter
is organized as follows:
Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 present proposed “white-box” approaches to explore the
resources constraints, loop pipelining and unrolling directives, respectively. Finally, Section 5.5
concludes this chapter.

5.1.

Local DSE Inconsistencies Analysis

This section presents an in-depth analysis of the literature DSE methods aiming to
highlight their inconsistencies sources and strengths. These information can be incorporated into
our proposed approaches to obtain better results.
Recapping from Section 2.2, the local DSE methods can be categorized according to their
DSE speed-up mechanics as “Smart Selection”, “Modelling”, and “Architecture Fitting” methods,
which allowed us to conclude that both “Smart Selection” and “Modelling” are required to achieve
practical local DSE times without compromising the method with non-portable architectures.
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“Architecture Fitting” methods will be spared from further analysis due to their portabilities
restrictions.
We separated the works presented on Section 2.2 in three groups, summarizing the
speed-up, results quality, and explored directives. The directives acronyms are presented on
Chart 7, and the three groups on Charts 8, 9, and 10.
Chart 7 – Directives acronyms for Charts 8, 9, and 10.

Acronym

Directive

Acronym

Directive

fi
fb
tb
lu
lp
lf
lt

function inline
function branch type
tree balancing
loop unrolling
loop pipelining
loop fold
loop tiling

rc
mg
mp
mm
md
mr
mc

resources constraints
memory ports
array partition
array mapping
memory duplication
memory reorganization
cache

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The works on Chart 8 are a continuous evolution of the Cyber compile DSE, focusing
on reducing the number of evaluated designs, and also using ML techniques to create hardware
metrics estimations. As such, these works present a progression being PMK (Schafer 2016) the
one with better speed-up and smaller error.
The works on Chart 9 focus on creating hardware metrics estimations, which are used
to speed up the local DSE through an exhaustive search. The estimations depend on specific
computation models, hardware architectures, compilers or tools, and can only model a sub-set of
HLS directives as loop unrolling, pipelining, data-flow and array partitioning (Ferretti, Ansaloni
and Pozzi 2018). As such, these approaches fall out of this thesis scope alongside the hardware
metrics estimations.
The works on Chart 10 use heuristics to reduce the number of evaluated designs, speedingup de DSE. These works target miscellaneous compilers, and their portability is not constrained
to specific platforms or environments.
The approaches on Charts 8, 9, and 10 present as motivation for the ML methods
used the design space size non-trackability and how unpredictable are the relationships between
configuration and design spaces. Such unpredictability is expected since many different directives
are put together to form the design space without considerations about the effects of each directive
in the code, design, and configuration space.
Between the presented approaches, only PMK (Schafer 2016) treats directives differently.
The directives are divided into three knobs. However, this division is motivated by the way that
the directives are applied in the code, and not their design impacts.
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Chart 8 – Comparison Between Cyber compiler DSE methods.

Name

Type

Synthesis

Speed-up

Quality

Over

ASA

yes

3.80×

yes

2.04×

DC-ExpA

heuristic

yes

3.33×

PMK

heuristic +
swarm
GA + ML

yes

13×

+5% area,
+8% latency
0.62%
dominance
0.88%
dominance
ADRS = 1.7%

exhaustive

MLP

simulated
annealing
GA + ML

yes

9.8×

ADRS = 10%

ASA

ERDSE

Directives

ASA
ASA

fi, fb,
mm, lu, lf

ASA

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Chart 9 – Comparison Between estimation-only DSE methods (N/R - not reported).

Name

Compiler

Synthesis

Speed-up

Error

Over

Directives

PBDRO
Aladdin
Lin-Analyzer
MPSeeker
AutoAccel
MKDSE

Rose
ILDJIT
LLVM
LLVM
Merlin
SDCAccel

yes
no
no
no
partial
N/R

N/R
445×
123×
600×
N/R
N/R

N/R
6.5% error
5.2%
12.8%
13.5%
N/R

N/R
synthesis
synthesis
synthesis
synthesis
N/R

mc
rc, lu, lp, mg
lu, lp, mp
lt, lu, lp, mp
lp, mc, mr
lu, lp, mp

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Chart 10 – Comparison Between misc. DSE methods (N/R- not reported, N/A - not applicable).

Name

Compiler

Type

Synthesis

Speedup

Quality

Over

Directives

SDSE

AUGH

heuristic

no

19×

Vivado

yes

N/R

PSCEFP

N/R

arch.
matching
heuristic

yes

2091×

(Corre et al.
2012)
hand coded
design
exhaustive

rc, lu, mm

(AS)2

+8.8%
latency
N/R

AO-DSE

Vivado

heuristic

yes

N/R

exhaustive

SPIRIT

Spark

heuristic

yes

200×

ASA

fi, mp, lp,
rc
N/R

LBDSE

Vivado

lattice

yes

132×

exhaustive

lu, fi, mg

+3.3%
latency
N/A
ADRS =
2%
ADRS =
1%

Source: Elaborated by the author.

md, mp,
mm, tb
PolyOpt
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Such unpredictable relation between the configuration and design spaces should be
expected. Next, we present a list of unpredictability sources:
1. Directives act on different scopes. As an example, loop unrolling and pipelining target
specific loops, while resources constraints affect the whole kernel code.
2. Local optimal directives are not optimal for the whole kernel. As an example, given a
kernel with two loops, the optimal resources constraints configuration for each loop are
(probably) different, but if both loops are implemented within the same kernel, another
configuration will (probably) be optimal.
3. Directives scope intersection. As an example, memory architecture optimizations are
kernel-wide, but they affect loops implementations if the memories are used within the
loop body.
4. Directives are non-orthogonal, meaning that the same design can be obtained with two
different sets of directives.
5. The directives application order impacts the final design implementation. By e.g., if
applying loop interchange before unrolling and vice versa.
6. Treating different directives, in the same manner, creates false neighbourhood relations in
the design space.
Summarizing, many different optimizations are mixed-in, creating a complex relationship
between the configuration and design spaces, which is handled with “black-box” approaches,
which are convenient due to its extendability and portability.
Going against such “black-box” approaches, we propose to consider each directive
individually, analysing the relationships created between the configuration and design spaces.
Such relations should not be unpredictable since all above-listed sources, apart from 2, come from
mixing different directives. Furthermore, such analyses can unveil proper directive application
orderings, handling the point 5.
As such, we expect that a DSE paradigm shift from “black-box” to a series of “whitebox” approaches will enable to reach higher speed-ups and/or better accuracy in the local DSE
methods.
Directives that are not yet or cannot be analysed with “white-box” approaches can still be
explored with traditional “black-box” approaches separately, making the proposed paradigm shift
not harmful to DSE approaches portability and extendability. Furthermore, interactions between
different directives can be identified with a “white-box” analysis, allowing the exploration of such
relations to improve the DSE. As such, for each directive that can be successfully analysed as a
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“white-box”, the configuration space is reduced combinatorially in size and an unpredictability
source is removed.
Next, we go through the state-of-the-art approaches, highlighting where their strengths
and inconsistencies are. Section 5.1.1 analyses approaches which take decisions based on design
space gradients, which is a common practice in many approaches on Charts 8 and 10. Section
5.1.2 analyses the PMK, which presents the best results for the Cyber compiler. Finally, Section
5.1.3 analyses the LBDSE, which Lattice nature presents advantages when compared to the other
heuristic based approaches.

5.1.1.

Gradient-Pruning Based Approaches

Gradient-pruning based approaches are greedy heuristics that, given a DSE point, compute (compile, estimate, or measure) the hardware metrics for all its neighbours. Then, the point
resulting in a better gradient is chosen as the next point and the search iterates. SDSE, AO-DSE,
and ERDSE are examples of such approaches.
This type of approach is suitable when all points in the design space form a typical Pareto
curve, where reducing the resources constraints results in smaller and slower designs. However,
reducing the resources constraints in a loop can have different results, as achieving the same
design (if the resource is not a bottleneck), achieving a smaller and slower design (if the resource
is a bottleneck), or even resulting in a larger and slower design (due to increasing overhead,
which will be discussed in Section 5.3).
Gradient-pruning based approaches make decisions based on weights given to each
directive, which are defined by the hardware metrics gradient between the current design and its
neighbours. The gradient function can be written as Equation 5.1, where, dar and dtr are area
and time differences between the current design and the design after applying transformation
T for each directive type r ∈ R; Kcurr is a constant calculated from the current design metrics;
gwT is a short-name for the global weight.

∇G = Kcurr

dt
da


(5.1)

In the literature, gwT is calculated for all directives. However, this leads to two critical
flaws.
The first flaw is that two configurations which vary only in one directive value are not
necessarily neighbours. E.g., a design implementation with and without pipelining result in
significantly different speeds and hardware resources usage, but they are considered neighbours
by these approaches.
The second flaw appears when we consider Equation 5.1 and the possible da and dt
results, as the following scenarios:
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1. da = 0 and dt = 0: ∇G = 00 ;
2. da = 0 and dt > 0: ∇G = ∞, and dn dominates dc ;
3. da = 0 and dt < 0: ∇G = ∞, and dc dominates dn ;
4. da > 0 and dt = 0: ∇G = 0, and dn dominates dc ;
5. da < 0 and dt = 0: ∇G = 0, and dc dominates dn ;
6. da > 0 and dt > 0: ∇G > 0, and dn dominates dc ;
7. da < 0 and dt < 0: ∇G > 0, and dc dominates dn ;
8.

da
|da|

dt
= − |dt|
: ∇G < 0, dn and dc trade-off area and speed.

In scenarios 2 and 3, we have that transformations create a better, and a worse design,
respectively, however, ∇G cannot tell the difference between designs due to the singularity. In
scenarios 4 and 5, we have the same problem, but with ∇G = 0. In scenarios 6 and 7, we have
the same problem again, but ∇G cannot differ good and bad designs due to its maximizing
nature and the division signal cancelling. Finally, in scenario 8, where different Pareto-points are
reached, ∇G < 0, making transformation T not likely to be applied.
To reduce the second flaw inconsistencies, SPIRIT (Xydis et al. 2015) uses a signal
model, which is more robust than Equation 5.1. The signal s[x] is defined as Equation 5.2, where
s[x] is a “signal” representing the area-time product, and x is the discrete vector formed by the
resources constraints. As such, minimizing s[x] tends to the Pareto-optimal curve direction.

s[x] = Area(x) ×Cycles(T )

(5.2)

However, minimizing s[x] does not imply in transversing all Pareto points. Figure 16
presents a random space example and its k-Pareto curves on the left, and the signal s(x, y) = xy
for the respective curves on the right.
Figure 16 presents the first 5 Pareto curves over a set of random points and their respective
signal strengths, demonstrating the general trend of approaching the Pareto optimal curve by
minimizing s(x, y). Furthermore, s(x, y) has many peaks, meaning that minimizing s(x, y) does
not imply in transversing a path between all Pareto-optimal points.
Furthermore, we can write the signal of the design obtained after applying a transformation T as Equation 5.3.
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Figure 16 – Set of points and k-Pareto curves on the right. Corresponding signal s(x) on the left.
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s[dn ] = Area(dn ) ×Cycles(dn )
= (Area(dc ) − da) × (Cycles(dc ) − dt)
= s[dc ] − Area(xc )dt −Cycles(xc )da + dadt (5.3)
Here we can see that, in scenario 1 the signal does not change, as expected. In scenarios
2, 4, and 6, s[xT ] increases, and in scenarios 3, 5, and 7, s[xT ] decreases, being consistent in
differentiating better and worse points. However, in scenario 8 we again consider Area(xc ) > da
and Cycles(xc ) > dt, s[xT ] is negative, and instead of reaching a possible new Pareto point, the
s[xT ] < 0 inconsistently interprets the point as a worse configuration.
Scenario 8 is the most important scenario since it is the one which represents the
finding of a new point “possibly” in the same Pareto curve. Furthermore, gradient-pruning based
approaches also suffer from local traps in the design space.

5.1.2.

The Probabilistic Approach

The PMK probabilistic model (Schafer 2016) results from the Cyber compiler DSE
evolution, which is detailed in this section, alongside with its steps discussions and strengths
highlighted. The PMK main idea is to divide the directives into three knobs, the local knob,
#FUs, and global knob (already discussed in Section 2.2) depending on how they are applied.
The approach is divided in two parts. First, an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Wang
2007) is used to explore the local knob. Each configuration is synthesized with minimum and
maximum #FUs (Dmin and Dmax , respectively), which gives an idea about the design space region
containing all designs generated by varying the number of FU. Then the ACO is performed
returning a set of dominant local knob configurations to the second step.
Second, the probabilistic model is used to explore the #FUs knob, where each local knob
configuration is associated with a probability function proportional to the area between Dmin and
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Dmax . The probability function sets large areas with high exploration priority, and overlapping
areas low with priority. Finally, to explore the designs in each area, the resources constraints
are varied from Dmax to Dmin by 10% intervals, which has empirically shown to provide a good
balance between exploration speed and results quality for the presented tests.
We refrain from presenting PMK full algorithms for conciseness reasons since we are
interested only in the above observations.
This is the only approach in the literature that does not analyze all directives in the same
manner. However, directives are classified according to their application scope and method,
resulting in a “black-box” approach. Furthermore, PMK uses a simple linear distribution to
explore the #FUs, which can lead to sub-optimal results since bottleneck balancing is not
considered. However, it has shown to be efficient at avoiding local-optimal plateaus.
The promising results obtained by PMK indicate that a clear separation between directives
help to improve the DSE methods performance, corroborating with our “white-box” paradigm
proposition.

5.1.3.

The Lattice-Based Approach

The LBDSE lattice-based approach (Ferretti, Ansaloni and Pozzi 2018) is the first
to observe relationships between the design and configuration spaces. Through a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), it is empirically observed that Pareto-optimal points cluster in the
configuration space, while they are spread in the design space. To explore such characteristic, the
configuration points are normalized, and the lattice-based exploration presented in Algorithm 8
is realized over the design space.
Algorithm 8 first uses an U-distribution to select random configuration points (line 1),
which are synthesized (line 2). This distribution makes that designs with more extreme values
are more likely to be chosen. From this distribution, m individuals are sampled in the algorithm
initialization part.
In the iterative part, the Pareto optimal points (between the points that have already been
visited) are selected and have their σ -neighbours synthesized (lines 7 to 9). The selection and
synthesis process is iterated until no new Pareto optimal points are found, or a budget is exceeded
(lines 13 to 15). Finally, all compiled designs configurations and results are returned (lines 5, 6,
10, 12, and 16).
As such, LBDSE has two parameters to control the number compiled designs and the
results quality trade-off: m, which controls the initial sampling number; and σ , which controls
the how many neighbours will be explored per point. These parameters must be adjusted for the
target compiler and directive sets.
By considering and exploring that Pareto-optimal points cluster in the configuration
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Algorithm 8: Lattice-based DSE algorithm.
input :List of directives and possible values
output :List of configurations and metrics
1 con f igs ← m U-distribution random configurations;
2 designs ← synthesize and annotate area and cycles;
3 nextCon f igs ← pareto(con f igs, designs);
4 count ← size(con f igs);
5 compiledCon f igs ← con f igs;
6 compileDesigns ← designs;
7 do
8
con f igs ← σ -neighbours of nextCon f igs;
9
designs ← synthesize and annotate area and cycles;
10
nextCon f igs ← pareto(con f igs, designs);
11
append con f igs to compiledCon f igs;
12
append designs to compileDesigns;
13
if count ≥ budget then
14
break;
15
16

while nextCon f igs ̸= 0;
/
return compiledCon f igs and compileDesigns;

space, LBDSE is the first approach that explores the relationships between the configuration
and design spaces in order to realize a local DSE speed-up method. This strongly motivates our
proposed approach of studying and evaluating such relations for each directive individually.
The major flaw in this approach lies within its U-shaped distribution initialization, which
tends to create fast-and-large and slow-and-small designs only, leaving gaps that balance the area
and number of clock cycles reduction susceptible to local plateau traps.

5.2.

Stand-alone Resources Constraints Exploration

Resources constraints are the most basic type of directives, which control how many
functional units the design will implement, influencing area and speed (number of clock cycles)
trade-off. However, this is not a straightforward relation since the resources constraints affect the
instructions schedule, which affects the number of clock cycles and hardware resources usage.
Using the Section 5.1 observations, we propose two new approaches for exploring the
resources constraints, the first explores neighbour relations in the configuration and design
spaces, and the second is an LBDSE improvement, both aim to reduce the number of evaluated
designs and while keeping comparable accuracy.
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Proposed Approach

The main idea behind the proposed approach is that Pareto points will be close to each
other if they are in the same design space plateau. However, different plateaus will vary in
proportions between the resources constraints. As such, we proposed a neighbour search (as used
by LBDSE) until a plateau is found, then we perform the 10% reduction rule (used by PMK) to
escape such local optima traps.
The proposed approach tries to find a path between two extreme points, one with no
resources constraints, and another with FU constrained to 1. By evaluating points in this path, we
expect to find Pareto-optimal designs in the same fashion as the gradient-pruned based searches.
Moreover, by evaluating a whole path connecting these points, we expect to reach transverse
through plateaus containing Pareto-optimal solutions.
We define the Design Space Graph (DSG) as a graph connecting the two extreme points
as follows:
Give the set of resources to be constrained K = {add, mult, div, . . .}, each one with
maximum values ak defined by the number of instructions in the code, we define the resources
constraints graph R = {N, E}, where each node n ∈ N is a unique array e = {e1 , e2 , . . .} with
1 ≤ ei ≤ ai , and each edge ∃ e = {ni , n j } if, and only if |n1 , n2 | = 1. If ∃ e = {ni , n j }, we say that
ni and n j are neighbours. the graph has the nodes nmax = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a|K| } and n1 = {1, 1, . . . , 1}.
Figure 17 presents a DSG example with |K| = 3 and nmax = {3, 2, 2}. Note that the graph
|K|

has |N| = ∏ ak nodes, representing the whole design space formed by the resources constraints.
i∈1

Figure 17 – Example of resources constraints design space graph.

[3, 2, 1]

n_max = [3, 2, 2]

[3, 1, 2]

[2, 2, 2]

[3, 1, 1]
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[1, 2, 2]

[2, 1, 1]

[1, 2, 1]

n_1 = [1, 1, 1]

[1, 1, 2]

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Each unique resources constraints configuration is a DSG node connected to all its
neighbours. The resources constraints DSE objective is to find a DSG path between the points
nmax and n1 visiting the maximum number of Pareto points as possible.
The DSG transversal is made by evaluating the current point neighbours to select the
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next one, similarly to Gradient Pruning approaches, and to use a set of conditionals varying if
da, dt{=, >, <}0, to realize if neighbour points are better, worse, or different Pareto points. By
using the conditionals, we avoid the inconsistencies presented by the signal and gradient models,
at the cost os 8 if-then-else statements.
To avoid local plateaus, we include the 10% variation rule from Schafer 2016, which will
generate nodes with different resource constraints proportions. As demonstrated, these points
have a higher probability of belonging to different plateaus.
Algorithm 9 presents the proposed DSG Path-based DSE (PBDSE) approach. First,
nmax , n1 and di f f 10 constants are defined, along with queues to annotate which designs were
compiled and discarded (lines 1 to 6), and a queue to save which are the possible configurations
to be searched next (line 7).
At this point, it is important to notice that the hardware resources usage and clock
cycles can be obtained by synthesis, simulation, or estimation. We use hardware elaboration
and behavioural simulation to obtain the hardware metrics, which is a relatively fast option,
has good accuracy and is portable, since it depends only on the synthesis tools and not on the
HLS environment. However, any method to obtain the hardware metrics can be used instead of
compilation (lines 8 and 17).
The approach iterative part (lines 10 to 31) starts with search queue being popped to
get the design which will be explored together with its neighbours which are created using the
function presented in Algorithm 10 (lines 11 and 13). Algorithm 10 returns all neighbours that
were not explored or discarded by the compilation function presented in Algorithm 11.
In case neighbours are found (lines 15 to 20), they are compiled using the Algorithm 11
(line 16), which iteratively compiles the neighbourhood designs until a dominant design or one
with the same hardware metrics is found. As such, Algorithm 11 compiles only a neighbours
subset. Then, dominated designs are excluded from the search using the 8 conditions presented
in Section 5.1.1 (lines 17 to 20). The search queue is updated by removing dominated points it
may contain (line 21). Removing dominated points from the search queue reduces the number of
evaluated designs forcing the algorithm only to visit the most promising points.
If no neighbours were found, which can happen in local-optimal plateaus, we apply the
PMK 10% reduction rule iteratively until we achieve a configuration different from n1 that has
not been compiled or discarded is found (lines 23 to 30).
Algorithm 10 presents the function to get neighbours used by Algorithm 9, where a new
configuration is created by reducing 1 from each resource constraint in the input configuration
independently (lines 2 to 6), regarding to not reduce the constraints to less than 1 (lines 4).
Algorithm 11 presents the function to compile the neighbours from a given design, which
iteratively compiles one design at a time (lines 2 to 10). In case a neighbour is found to dominate
or to result in the same hardware metrics as the current design, the compilation stops, and the
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Algorithm 9: Proposed Path-based DSE algorithm 9.
input :Data-Flow Graph (DFG)
output :Resources constraints and evaluated points metrics
1 nmax ← maximum resources;
2 n1 ← ones vector;
3 di f f 10 ← ⌈0.1 * (nmax − n1 )⌉;
4 currConstr ← nmax ;
5 compiled ← [nmax ];
6 discarded ← 0;
/
7 searchQueue ← nmax ;
8 compile nmax ;
9 currMetrics ← nmax metrics;
10 do
11
curr ← searchQueue.pop();
12
currMetrics ← curr metrics;
13
neighbors ← getNeighbors(curr) ;
14
/* do not add points which are dominated by curr
15
if neighbors ̸= 0/ then
16
nMetrics ← compileNeighbors(curr);
17
calculate da and dt for each neighbour;
18
for n ∈ neighbors do
19
if (da > 0 || dt > 0) || (da == 0 && dt == 0) then
20
searchQueue.insert(n);
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

*/

searchQueue ← pareto(searchQueue);
/* apply the 10% rules
*/
if searchQueue == 0/ && n1 ∈
/ compiled then
newCon f ig ← curr − di f f 10;
change to 1 where newCon f ig ≤ 0;
while
newCon f ig ∈ compiled || newCon f ig ∈ discarded && newCon f ig ̸= n1 do
newCon f ig ← curr − di f f 10;
change to 1 where newCon f ig ≤ 0;
searchQueue.insert(newCon f ig);
while searchQueue ̸= 0;
/

un-compiled designs are discarded (lines 7 to 10).
The proposed PBDSE approach (Algorithm 9) handles the flaws observed in the gradientpruning based approaches and PMK. The flaw presented in LBDSE can be handled by a simple
extension of Algorithm 8. The idea behind this extension is to use the PBDSE results instead of
the U-shaped distribution in Algorithm 8. As such, with an initialization closer to the Pareto, we
can avoid the local plateaus problems and speed-up the convergence.
Algorithm 12 presents the proposed expansion in the input line list and lines 1 to 4 which
should substitute line 1 in Algorithm 8. This combination will be referred to as Path Seed
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Algorithm 10: getNeighbors() function used bt Algorithm 9.
input :Design configuration curr.
output :Neighbors configurations rSet.
1 rSet ← 0;
/
2 for a ∈ curr do
3
newCon f ig ← curr;
4
newCon f ig(a) ← max(newCon f ig(a), 1);
5
if newcon f ig ∈
/ compiled && newcon f ig ∈
/ discarded then
6
rSet.insert(newCon f ig);

Algorithm 11: compileNeighbors() function used bt Algorithm 9.
input :Current design curr and its list of neighbours neighbors.
output :Metrics for the compiled designs rMetrics.
1 cp ← 0;
/
2 for n ∈ neighbors do
3
compile n;
4
calculate da and dt;
5
add n to cp;
6
if da ≥ 0 && dt ≥ 0 then
7
break;
8
9
10

/* compiled and discarded queues in Algorithm 9.
append cp to compiled;
append neighbors/cp to discarded;

*/

Lattice-Based DSE (P+LBDSE).
Algorithm 12: Lattice-based DSE algorithm accepting seed configurations.
input :List of directives and possible values, seeds
1 if seeds ̸= 0
/ then
2
con f igs ← seeds
3
4

else
con f igs ← m U-distribution random configurations;

5.2.2.

Resource Constraints Exploration Results

To evaluate how close from the estimated Pareto curve are from the real Pareto curve,
we calculate the ADRS (Equation 4.6) between the exhaustive search Pareto-optimal points
(reference set) and the PBDSE, LBDSE, and P+LBDSE (approximate sets) Pareto-optimal points;
Note that a fair comparison with the literature is not trivial since other approaches consider more
directives than just the resource constraints and also the whole code is targeted by the DSE,
while we focus on loops only. Thus, we do not present results for PMK and gradient-pruning
based approaches.
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Table 6 presents the number of synthesized configurations for PBDSE, LBDSE and
P+LBDSE, without loop pipelining (“No-pipe” for short) and using NIS and ILPS to create
loop pipelines. Empirical tests have shown that (m, σ ) = (0.1, 0.25) are adequate to explore the
configuration space formed by the resources constraints in our environment. The experiments
presented in Ferretti, Ansaloni and Pozzi 2018, Ferretti, Ansaloni and Pozzi 2018 use (m, σ ) ≥
(0.2, 0.5) to achieve an ADRS < 1%. The necessity of a larger σ is caused by a more complex
and unpredictable design space created by different optimizations, while our tests consider only
the resource constraints.
Table 6 – Number of compiled configurations and ADRS obtained by PBDSE (P), LBDSE (L), and
P+LBDSE (50 repetitions average).

P

No-pipe
L

P+L

P

NIS
L

P+L

P

ILPS
L

P+L

# configs

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

12
30
36
35
35

6.00
31.92
137.88
842.30
46

12
32
114
79
52

11
21
35
86
28

6.00
28.68
105.16
2011.3
32.60

11
23
79
473
49

11
27
40
74
30

6.00
33.30
101.16
1180.30
34.22

11
32
111
352
55

ADRS

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

0
0.095
0.24
0.16
0

0.99
0.011
0.023
0.0036
0

0
0.095
0.22
0.15
0

0
0.86
0.22
0.38
0

0.65
0.82
0.46
0
0.38

0
0.86
0.22
0.033
0

0
0.41
0.20
0.30
0

0.63
0.38
0.14
0.031
0

0
0.41
0.18
0.11
0

Source: Research data.

First, we can not notice any substantial difference between using NIS and ILPS in Table
6, allowing to save computation time when compared with other module schedulers.
Table 7 shows the design space size and computation time for the exhaustive search
realized to obtain the Pareto-optimal points. Note that the hours-scale DSE times are due to
the usage elaboration and simulation to obtain the hardware metrics, and the time differences
between ILPS and NIS should be more pronounced were faster estimation methods used. It is
important to notice that loops without pipeline are scheduled as sequential code, by solving a
constant number of SDC problems (Canis et al. 2013), resulting in computation times comparable
to NIS, which also solves a constant number of SDC problems.
As such, the NIS small ADRS and large time savings corroborate with its adequacy for
exploring design spaces in the early phases of a project.
Table 6, also shows that the ADRS is always larger when loop pipelining is used, what is
caused since the pipelined design space has a clustering effect and creates larger overheads than
the non-pipelined design space (will be explored in details in Section 5.3).
Table 6 shows that, for all benchmarks apart from mt, the PBDSE evaluates less points
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Table 7 – Design space size and full exhaustive DSE time without pipeline and with NIS and ILPS to
create pipelines.

Design Space Size
No-pipe
time (hours)
NIS
ILPS

mt

dv

fat

cp

ac

30
1.5
1.6
1.9

128
6.4
6.5
8.3

168
6.4
6.5
8.4

3920
84
98
251

48
2.4
2.5
10,1

Source: Research data.

than LBDSE. However, PBDSE reaches the ADRS < 1% condition for which LBDSE is tuned
to. P+LBDSE number of evaluated designs include the designs evaluated by PBDSE, and when
compared to LBDSE show little improvement for all benchmarks apart from cp, indicating that
the benefits of seeding the LBDSE are more significant for larger and more complex designs.
Furthermore, P+LBDSE can not degrade the PBDSE ADRS, making the exploration to
be another option to balance the DSE speed-up and accuracy.

5.3.

Loop Pipelining Exploration

Pipelining is one of the most important optimizations since it improves the throughput in
exchange for increasing the hardware resources usage. This section presents studies on relations
between the design space formed by the FU without and with loop pipelining, which allows
to perform the DSE in one space and use its information to quickly explore the second one,
reducing the number of evaluated designs. As such, we first analyse the loop pipelining effects
on the design space, which allow us to propose a practical measure of similarity between the
design spaces without and with pipelining. Finally, we propose a new “white-box” approach to
explore both design spaces efficiently.

5.3.1.

Loop Pipelining Effects on the Design Space

The goal of this section is to explicitly analyse the loop pipelining effects in the design
space formed by the number of FU. To do so, Figure 18 presents the complete FU design space
for the benchmarks used in Canis, Brown and Anderson 2014 without loop pipelining and when
NIS and ILPS are used to create the pipelines.
As expected, Figure 18 shows that all points in the design space have their number of
clock cycles reduced when pipelining is applied, while the hardware resources usage increases.
We also can observe that NIS points use more hardware resources than ILPS, which is expected
according to Section 4.7.4. Furthermore, we can observe that the pipelined design spaces are
clustered in the cycles-axis. This clustering happens since the II is the major contribution for
pipelined designs cycles, which varies less than the loop latency.
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Figure 18 – Design spaces without and with NIS and ILPS loop pipelining.
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Figure 18 shows a clear separation between the design spaces without and with pipelining,
which can be explored to improve the DSE performance. At the same time, this separation is an
unpredictability source for “black-box”-based methods.
As mentioned before, “Treating different directives in the same manner, creates false
neighbourhood relations in the design space.”, which is the problem here.
As example, consider a configuration space for a design with only one type of resources
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and two instructions Cinit = {c1 = [1], c2 = [2]}. The literature DSE methods add a Boolean
variable to represent when loop pipelining is on or off (let it be represented by 1 and 0
respectively), resulting in the new configuration space: C pipe = {c1 = [1, 0], c2 = [2, 0], c3 =
[1, 1], c4 = [2, 1]}.
In this case, points c1 and c3 are neighbours (same for c3 and c4 ). However, as demonstrated by Figure 18, points c1 and c3 are probably not close from each other in the combined
design space C pipe . This discrepancy is an uncertainty source while relating the configuration
and design spaces, which prejudices typical DSE algorithms.
To avoid this situation, the straightforward idea is to explore both design spaces separately
and merge the resulting Pareto estimations for each space to form a final estimation. As such,
it solves the unpredictability source and achieves more accurate results. However, in the next
section, we will explore relationships between the design spaces without and with pipelining.
The unveiling of such relations can allow avoiding exploring both design spaces thoroughly as in
the straightforward approach, achieving further speed-ups.

5.3.2.

Practical Measure to Compare Design Spaces

This section proposes a practical measure that can be used to highlight relationships
between design spaces without and with pipelining. The indication of similarities between the
design spaces can be used to speed-up the DSE with the approach proposed in Section 5.3.3.
Let O be the set of DFG instructions with size n = |O|; let li=1,l...,k be the set composed
by the instructions type; and let ak ≥ 1 be the number of instructions of type k. A configuration is
represented by the vector ci , which element represent the resources constraints for resource type
k

k. As such, the total number of possible configurations is p = ∏ ai . The set of all configurations
i=1

is defined as:




C = ci =







c1i


 . 
j
 ..  1 ≤ c ≤ ak ∀ i = {1, . . . , p}, j = {1, . . . , k}
i





k
ci


(5.4)

For each compiled design using configuration ci , we obtain a set of metrics, represented
by an m-array, such as m ≥ 2, since we measure the number of clock cycles for the loop
completion and at least one type of hardware resources usage. Thus, we write the set of metrics
for the compiled designs without pipelining as:




B = bi =








 . 
 ..  1 ≤ b j ∀ i = {1, . . . , p}, j = {1, . . . , m}
i





m
bi


b1i



(5.5)
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Similarly, the set of metrics for the compiled designs with pipelining is written as:




A = ai =







a1i


 . 
j
 ..  1 ≤ a ∀ i = {1, . . . , p}, j = {1, . . . , m}
i





m
ai


(5.6)

Let also f , g : C → B, A be two surjective functions such as bi = f (ci ) and ai = g(ci ),
respectively. As this point, we want to relate the spaces B and A to speculate if there is a relation
between Pareto points in B and A. The motivation behind this is, the closer the B Pareto points
are from the ones in A, less exploration is necessary to find the A Pareto points (and vice-versa).
We propose a measure to estimate how close A and B are from each other. As such,
when applied over a set of representative benchmarks, the measure gives an idea about how the
design spaces created by a compiler behave. The measure can be used with any number of points
evaluated with and without loop pipelining and represents the value for a given benchmark,
which opens the possibility to be used dynamically. However, this is not explored in this thesis.
The measure is constructed based on the relative position between pairs of points in both
spaces. Formally, we define that two configurations (ci1 , ci2 ) maintain their relative positions in
j
j
j
j
spaces B and A if the relations bi1 (< | > | =) bi2 ⇔ ai1 (< | > | =) ai2 ∀ j = {1, . . . , m}.
Consider the 2 − D example presented in Figure 19, where Figure 19a presents two points
in a reference space, Figure 19b presents two correspondent points in another space that maintain
the same relative position as in Figure 19a, while Figures 19c, 19d, and 19e present points that
do not maintain the same relative position as in Figure 19a.
Figure 19 – Relative position in two different sets example. B in orange and A in green.
(a) Reference
points.

(b) Same
relative
positions.

(c) Different
relative
positions.

(d) Different
relative
positions.

(e) Different
relative
positions.

Source: Elaborated by the author.

We define the Set Relative Position Distance (SRPD), which is an average based measure
that indicates how many points in two sets maintain their relative positions, as Equation 5.7. The
term (aki − akj )(bki − bkj ) ≥ 0 is a logical comparison, returning 1 when it is true and 0 otherwise.
p
p
i
m h
2
k
k
k
k
SRPD =
∑ ∑ ∏ (ai − a j )(bi − b j ) ≥ 0
p(p − 1) i=1
j=i+1 k=1

(5.7)
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Equation 5.7 measures the average number of pairs-of-points that maintain their relative
positions in two spaces A and B. For each distinct pair of points i and j, 1 is added to the measure
if their relative positions hold in all dimensions, represented by the ∏ term. Then, the number of
2
pairs that hold their relative positions is summed up before being averaged by the term p(p−1)
.
Note that the logical comparison ≥ means that, if the pair of points coincide in both A or B, we
consider that the points maintain their relative positions.
Equation 5.7 converges to 1 or 0 if all pairs-of-points maintain or not their relative
positions, respectively. This is a useful tool that can be used to empirically study and compare the
design spaces with and without pipelining (varying the resources constraints) for any compiler
or set of codes. By defining and elaborating the design space for a set of benchmarks with and
without loop pipelining, SRPD can be calculated. If SRPD ≈ 1 for all benchmarks, then one can
conclude that the design spaces are similar and only one needs to be effectively explored.
Table 8 presents the SRPD evaluation over the loop pipelining benchmarks used in Section 4, and the SRPD considering only the cycles and ALMs SRPD components independently.
Table 8 – SRPD for design spaces without and with NIS and ILPS loop pipelining.

SRPD
total
cycles
ALMs

Scheduler
ILPS
NIS
ILPS
NIS
ILPS
NIS

ac
0.878
0.922
0.937
0.937
0.923
0.924

mt
0.729
0.837
0.978
0.978
0.849
0.849

dv
0.488
0.502
0.923
0.937
0.674
0.536

fat
0.547
0.689
0.937
0.963
0.684
0.723

cp
0.232
0.232
0.897
0.799
0.448
0.497

Source: Research data.

Table 8 shows that SRPD is small for the compiler used (LUP), however, the independent
hardware metrics shows that the SRPD cycles component is close to 1, and the small SRPD is
caused by the small SRPD ALM component. Each SRPD metric component shows the designs
likelihood to keep their relative position for that metric. As such, we can conclude that a faster
design in a space without pipeline will probably result in a faster design when pipelined.
We expect that the low SRPD ALM component value is due to designs fluctuating
in-between the small local clusters in Figure 18; however, this subject needs further evaluation.
Furthermore, Table 8 shows no significant difference regarding the loop pipelining
method used, what corroborates with the NIS usage during the project DSE phase.

5.3.3.

Proposed Approach for Exploring Loop Pipelines

In this section presents a new method to explore the design space formed by the number
of FU and loop pipelining based on the design spaces separation and SRPD results.
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The literature DSE approaches combine the configuration space considering the loop
pipelining turned on and off with the number of FU, resulting in an effective twice as large
configuration space, on which the DSE is performed. This flow is presented in Figure 20. We will
S
use the terminology B A to refer to the combined design space approach used in the literature.
Figure 20 – Typical DSE flow considering resources constraints and loop pipelining.
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As noted in Section 5.3.1 exploring B and A separately and merging the results is a
straightforward manner to increase the exploration precision. This flow is presented in Figure 21.
We will use the terminology B + A to refer to the proposed separate design space exploration.
Figure 21 – Proposed DSE pipeline independent flow considering resources constraints.
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Next, we present another approach aiming to achieve further DSE improvements by
exploring the SRPD observations presented in Section 5.3.2.
The main idea of this second proposed approach is to perform the DSE in space B and
use its results as seeds to explore the space A with P+LBDSE. The reasoning for this is that
since the points maintain their relative positions in the cycles axes, the Pareto points from B
will contain a sample of each II cluster observed in Figure 18. Furthermore, the SRPD ALM
component indicates that more than half of the pairs-of-points maintain their relative positions in
this direction, indicating a more than 50% chance of B Pareto points to be also A Pareto points.
As such, we expect to diminish A exploration using the fact that B Pareto points should be close
to A Pareto points.
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We choose to use B results to seed A since the DSE in B results in a generally smaller
ADRS, as presented in Table 6. Empirical results also have shown that the “B seeds A” achieves
better results than vice-versa. The proposed seeding-based flow is presented in Figure 22. We
will use the terminology B → A to refer to the proposed seeding-based DSE and Figure 22 flow
usage.
Figure 22 – Proposed DSE seeding-based flow considering resources constraints and loop pipelining.
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The “fast DSE” box in Figures 20, 21, and 22 represents any method which aims to
perform an accelerated DSE, e.g., PBDSE, LBDSE, or P+LBDSE.

5.3.4.

Loop Pipelining Exploration Results

In this section, we will evaluate the three DSE flows considering the number of FU and
loop pipelining presented in Section 5.3.3.
Tables 9 and 10 present the number of compiled designs and ADRS for the B → A, B + A,
and B A flows. Results are obtained using PBDSE, LBDSE and P+LBDSE as DSE methods.
Tables 9 and 10 use NIS and ILPS to create the loop pipelines, respectively.
S

S

Tables 9 and 10 shows that B A achieves ADRS > 1% for the (m, σ ) = (0.05, 0.25)
configuration, which was adequate to achieve ADRS < 1% for the designs spaces independently
(Section 5.2.2). Increasing the configuration to (m, σ ) = (0.2, 0.5) (recommended by Ferretti,
Ansaloni and Pozzi 2018) increases the number of explored designs achieves ADSR < 1. This
demonstrate that combining the two designs spaces generates uncertainties, degrading the
traditional “black-box”-based approaches performance, making necessary to explore more points
to achieve comparable ADRS. As such, we have demonstrated that the “black-box” DSE flaws
analyses (Section 5.3.1) reflect on the actual data.
S

Comparing B + A and B A, we cannot observe a significant variation in the number of
evaluated designs. However, we can observe an ADRS reduction in all cases, as predicted in
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.
Comparing B → A and B + A, we can observe that the seeding approach further reduces
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Table 9 – Number of compiled configurations and ADRS using the B → A, B + A, and B A flows, when
PBDSE (P), LBDSE (L) and P+LBDSE (P+L) are used as fast DSE and NIS to create the loop
pipelines.
S

B+A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

12
2
21 12.18
117 146.76
313 429.64
48
52

12
24
171
357
58

23
4
23
39 18.96
44
70 179.38 192
348 1153.54 1377
63 71.98 101

11
18
36
314
35

3
19.84
132.86
1111.68
68.38

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

0.90
2.31
1.40
0.02
0.00

0.90
2.31
1.40
0.02
0.00

0.00
0.70
1.32
0.06
0.00

0.00
2.64
2.44
0.96
22.22

3.43
3.24
3.78
0.01
2.56

2.37
4.76
0.35
0.02
0.00

1.90
3.16
0.84
0.00
2.52

0.00
0.70
1.32
0.02
0.00

S

B A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

# designs

(m, σ )
DSE

B→A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

ADRS (%)

NIS

S

B A
(0.2, 0.5)
L
P+L

11
20.04 19
24 154.28 212
157 307.22 360
1369 5102.16 4761
81
87.22 91
0.00
2.64
1.81
0.02
0.00

0.26
0.33
0.14
0.00
0.25

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

Source: Research data.

Table 10 – Number of compiled configurations and ADRS using the B → A, B + A, and B A flows, when
PBDSE (P), LBDSE (L) and P+LBDSE (P+L) are used as fast DSE and ILPS to create the
loop pipelines.
S

B+A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

B A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

# designs

(m, σ )
DSE

B→A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

12
2
12
21 12.98 24
185 412.28 229
131 176.42 193
43
48
54

23
48
157
71
61

4
23
22.24 58
731.8 490
193 226
78.98 107

11
31
125
33
35

ADRS (%)

ILPS

S

mt
dv
fat
cp
ac

0.90
0.97
1.12
0.27
0.00

0.00
0.39
0.26
0.25
3.65

1.70
0.92
0.06
0.19
0.00

0.00 3.46
0.95 1.49
0.28 0.06
3.85 0.89
44.69 1.10

2.86
4.19
0.35
0.28
0.00

0.90
0.97
1.12
0.27
0.00

0.00
0.39
0.09
0.22
0.00

Source: Research data.

3
11
21.96 39
737.5 497
119.22 135
59.9
87
0.00
0.95
0.09
0.49
0.00

S

B A
(0.2, 0.5)
L
P+L
20.14
209.26
276.68
4935.72
73.04

19
184
321
3343
97

0.36
0.11
0.33
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.31
0.05
0.00
0.00
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the number of evaluated designs at the cost of a larger ADRS for most cases, indicating the
SRPD-based supposition correctness. In other words, the results indicate that most points hold
their relative positions. Hence Pareto points in B are close to A Pareto points.
S

The ac benchmark, using the PBDSE, is a special case. We can see that B A results
in very large ADRS, which is reduced by B + A (as expected), but not enough to achieve
ADRS < 1%, which is achieved by B → A. Further analysis shows that the ADRS > 1 is caused
by Pareto points not found in the pipelined space, thus using the estimated B Pareto points
as seeds effectively results in good seeds for A exploration, resulting in the ADRS < 1. This
corroborates with the adequacy of using the estimated B Pareto points as a seed to explore A.
Tables 9 and 10 are not easy to analyse since there are many trade-offs between the
number of evaluated designs and ADRS.
Table 11 presents the average speed-up and ADRS values (geomean), summarizing
S
the results presented by Tables 9 and 10, which indicates that B → A, B + A, and B A have
decreasing efficiency exploring the design spaces, and that increasing (m, σ ) degrades further
S
the B A exploration efficiency.
Table 11 – Speed-up and ADRS average values for the results presented in Tables 9 and 10.
S

B A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

S

B A
(0.2, 0.5)
L
P+L

NIS

B+A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

# designs
ADRS (%)

6.15
0.93

8.66
1.52

5.20
0.93

4.90
0.42

5.10
1.71

2.70
0.41

8.69
6.06

5.78
2.60

3.85
0.90

1.56
0.20

1.44
0.00

ILPS

(m, σ )
DSE

B→A
(0.05, 0.25)
P
L
P+L

# designs
ADRS (%)

6.82
0.65

8.44
1.55

5.63
0.65

5.53
0.92

5.23
0.58

3.01
0.14

9.54
12.08

6.45
1.41

4.35
0.31

1.56
0.16

1.61
0.07

Source: Research data.

Furthermore, Table 11 shows that using ILPS improves the DSE efficiency over NIS.
However, this efficiency is measured as the number of evaluated designs and does not consider
the time taken by each scheduler, which can make the ILPS usage impracticable, as presented in
Section 5.2.2. For comparison, using the cp benchmark, 200 designs evaluated with a 10 minutes
budget ILPS take 1, 39 days for the loop pipelining, while 400 designs evaluates with NIS take
44 seconds for the loop pipelining. Thus, we conclude that it is more time-efficient to use NIS
and explore more designs to improve the ADRS than to use ILPS, corroborating with the NIS
usage for the DSE and ILPS usage for the final implementation stages.

5.4.

Loop Unrolling Design Space Completeness

Loop unrolling can expose data reuse and parallelism, enabling to improve the hardware
implementations further. Furthermore, in some cases, it is interesting to fully unroll small nested
loops in order to enable the creation of large outer-loops pipelines (Zuo et al. 2015).
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Since the literature DSE methods handle the optimizations as a “black-box”, they ignore
the effects that directives have in the designs space, leading to incomplete results for loop
unrolling. These approaches combine the unroll factor in the design space, forming a new,
larger design space. As e.g. consider a configuration space for a design with only one type
of resources constraints and two instructions Cinit = {c1 = [1], c2 = [2]} and maximum unroll
black−box = {c =
factor u fmax = 2. Combining loop unrolling will extend the design space as Cunr
1
[1, 1], c2 = [2, 1], c3 = [1, 2], c4 = [2, 2]}.
However, when loop unrolling is applied, the number of instructions in the code are
multiplied according to the unrolling factor u f ∈ 1, . . . ,tc, becoming u f × ak . Thus the correct
white−box = {c = [1, 1], c = [2, 1], c = [1, 2], c = [2, 2], c = [3, 2], c = [4, 2]}.
design space is Cunr
1
2
3
4
5
6
Thus, combining the resources constraints between 1 and ak and unrolling factors u f
do not cover the whole design space. Hence the “black-box” approaches analyse an incomplete
design space, which might not cover the actual optimal solution.
Figure 23 presents an example using benchmark ac and maximum unroll factor u fmax = 2,
highlighting the design space points with u f = 1, the points with u f = 2 which are covered by
the literature approaches (“covered u f = 2”), and the points that are missed by such approaches
(“missed u f = 2”).
Figure 23 – Benchmark ac design space using unroll factor u f = 2.
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Source: Research data.

Figure 23 shows that the “black-box” approaches search a non-complete design space,
what can make them not to find the actual best solutions.
PMK (Schafer 2016) is the only approach that explores loop unrolling and the resources
constraints with different approaches, and state:

5.5. Final Remarks on Local Design Space Exploration
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“Step 2 [Probability Function Computation Prob(Mi )]: All designs generated by exploring the min and max number of FUs for each micro-architecture [. . .]” (Schafer 2016, p.5).
As such, we interpreted that PMK evaluates the whole design space correctly.
This demonstrates that the proposed “white-box” DSE also allows observing inconsistencies that would arise without analysing the configuration and design spaces relations.

5.5.

Final Remarks on Local Design Space Exploration

All approaches in the literature agree in the existence of an unpredictable relationship
between the configuration and design spaces, which motivates the elaborated “black-box”-based
methods used.
In this chapter, we propose to negate such unpredictability and demonstrate how the
“black-box” assumption is the source of such complex relations, which hurts the methods speed
and accuracy.
As such, we proposed “white-box” approaches for the resources constraints, loop pipelining and unrolling, which demonstrates that the explicit knowledge on each directive can lead to
faster and more accurate methods. Even though it might not be practical to cover all compilers
directives, the proposed paradigm shift can be elaborated for the most common or important
directives, while using a “black-box” approach to complete the exploration of all directives.
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6
CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of high-level synthesis has impulsed the FPGA usage for accelerators
creation. However, due to the high and low-level languages discrepancies, the creation of efficient
hardware accelerators still requires expertise to map the application into efficient designs. As
such, high-level synthesis was conceived as a tool to improve the hardware designers productivity.
Nowadays, high-level synthesis developments are attracting the attention of non-hardwareexperts, which creates the necessity of methods to implement efficient accelerators automatically.
To do so, the designer has to choose not only between many directives but also to smartly select
how to partition the application code.
Towards code partitioning, the literature shows a general local DSE avoidance trend,
which is caused by the lack of fast and accurate kernel performance models. Hence, we conclude
that the local design space exploration is a primordial key to enable a better code partition. As
such, this thesis focuses its efforts in the local design space acceleration and improvement, which
consists of choosing a set of directives and its values to obtain the best hardware metrics.
The local DSE literature shows that it is necessary to associate hardware metrics estimation with smart selection methods to achieve practical exploration times. Hardware estimation
metrics can be classified into two main streams, the faster but more limited HLS estimation and
the slower but more complex and precise HDL estimation. Even though such estimations are
out of this thesis scope, our tests show that HLS estimations are too imprecise, making its use
a systematic error source. Thus, we decided to use HDL estimations to avoid invalidating the
methods and results in this thesis due to such errors.
A first design space evaluation shows its non-trackable size due to a large number of
available directives and their combinatorial combination possibilities. As such, we decided
focusing on loop directives, as loop pipelining and unrolling since they are not constrained
to specific compilers or platforms and are indicated to be the most impactful and common
optimizations to control the hardware micro-architecture by the literature. However, first tests
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show that the loop pipeline creating is a time-consuming process, being the local DSE bottleneck,
especially when considered alongside loop unrolling. In some cases, loop pipelining could take
more time than the hardware elaboration and synthesis. As such, speeding-up the loop pipelining
becomes an essential step towards speeding up the local DSE.
An in-deep loop pipelining methods (modulo schedulers) study identifies SDCS and
ILPS as the two state-of-the art methods for creating loop pipelines. SDCS inefficiency comes
from the O(n2 ) SDC problems solved to find a solution for the problem, while ILPS inefficiency
2
comes from O(en ) solving complexity, with n being the loop size.
Towards accelerating the loop pipelining, our contributions lay as follows:
We proposed a new SDC optimization formulation which allows the explicit separation
between the scheduling and allocation parts of the problem.
We use a GA that uses the new formulation and its relaxation to evaluate individuals
and is accelerated by a proposed insemination process. The GA is shown to reduce the
asymptotic number of solved SDC problems O(n), while allowing to control the balance
between exploration time and solution quality.
We proposed a non-iterative approach that reduces further the number of solved SDC
problems to exactly 2, removing loop pipelining as the local DSE bottleneck.
The proposed methods improve the number of SDC problems solved in exchange of
pipelines with larger latency, which has shown to impact by approximately 1% the total number
of cycles. However, the results also demonstrate that the pipeline latency impacts the final
hardware resources usage. By performing an exhaustive resources constraints DSE, we were able
to demonstrate that the proposed schedulers larger latency impact in the hardware metrics can be
diminished depending on the resources constraints configuration. As such, we conclude that the
extra hardware resources usage is a consequence of inappropriately selected resources constraints.
Furthermore, results show a less than 1% ADRS impact when using NIS, demonstrating its
adequacy to speed-up the DSE.
With the loop pipelining bottleneck problem solved, we focus on the local DSE acceleration per se. An in-depth analysis on the local DSE literature reveals a common sense about the
existence on an unpredictable relationship between the configuration and design spaces, which
motivates the usage of “black-box” approaches, as heuristics, meta-heuristics, and ML.
However, an in-depth analysis of the works shows that considering the configurationdesign space relation as a “black-box” is one of the main unpredictability sources, or being
inconsistent. As such, we proposed an exploration paradigm shift to a “white-box”-based
approach, where we analyse each directive and its effects on the configuration and design spaces.
The goal of such stand-alone analysis is to unveil characteristics, relations, and features that
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allow improving the DSE speed and accuracy. To demonstrate the proposed paradigm shift
capabilities, we developed “white-box” approaches for the resources constraints, loop pipelining
and unrolling directives.
As such, our contributions towards accelerating the local DSE are summarized as follows:
We proposed a “black-to-white box” local DSE paradigm shift, showing the inconsistencies
and unpredictability sources in the “black box”-based approaches from the literature.
For resources constraints exploration:
∙ We proposed a “white-box” path-based DSE (PBDSE), which avoids the gradientbased methods inconsistencies and incorporates mechanics to escape local traps.
∙ We proposed an LBDSE improvement (P+LBDSE), which allows the introduction
of search seeds, improving the method convergence rate.
For loop pipelining exploration:
∙ We proposed a straightforward separation approach (B + A) based on the design
spaces without and with pipelining separability observations, which improves the
exploration accuracy.
∙ We proposed a practical measure (SRPD), which can be used over benchmarks to
indicate the existence of relations between the design spaces without and with loop
pipelining.
∙ We proposed a seeding-based approach, which uses the results of exploring the
design space without pipelining as seeds to explore the design space with pipelining
(B → A), which takes advantage of the relations pointed out by the SRPD measure to
reduce the number of evaluated designs, improving the exploration speed.
For loop unrolling exploration:
∙ We demonstrate how the “black-box” approaches generate incomplete design spaces,
which can prevent the methods to find the actual design optimal.
The PBDSE results demonstrate that the design space composed just by the resources
constraints does not suffer from unpredictable relations by itself. Further analysis demonstrates
how the insertion of other directives make the design space more “unpredictable”, as loop
pipelining introduces false-neighbourhood relations, and loop unrolling creates incomplete
design spaces. As such, we have strong evidence that the configuration and design spaces
relationships are not unpredictable as claimed in the literature, and that the “fuzziness” is caused
by the “black-box” approach that treats directives with different effects as equals.
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Even though analysing each directive is not a practical and portable solution (directives
might behave uniquely in each environment), we argue that the most common and impactful
solutions can be analysed as “white-boxes”, while the other ones can still be evaluated with
traditional “black-box”-based approaches.
Given all results, we can conclude that the proposed “white-box” paradigm shift allows
to speed-up de design space exploration, improve its accuracy, and solve its inconsistencies. As
such, the proposed paradigm is a first step to handle the configuration and design spaces relations
unpredictability, which has been holding back the local design space true potential.
We conclude this thesis highlighting that the proposed approaches pave the future DSE
techniques to enable efficient and generic global design space explorations, which oaths to
facilitate the FPGA designs and to boost its adoption among non-hardware experts.

Future Works
The following modulo schedulers improvements can increase the proposed methods
results in quality and speed:
An As-Late-As-Possible schedule can be used to reduce the delays in Algorithm 7 (line
30);
The implementation of alternative instruction orderings may improve the produced pipelines
quality for NIS;
Modifying the SDC formulation to optimize for register pressure following the work
presented by Sittel et al. 2018;
NIS MRT can be used as a seed for GAS, improving its convergence rate and results
quality.
Hierarchically DFG sub-graphs selection allows creating small modulo scheduling problems, which solution can be used to compose the whole graph scheduler, as demonstrated
by Oppermann et al. 2018.
The following local DSE acceleration improvements can be made to increase the proposed
approaches results quality and speed:
The proposed PBDSE does not incorporate any mechanic to trade-off the number of
explored designs and accuracy. A back-tracking approach could handle allow this balance
capability.
Formal loop pipelining modelling might give more insights between the design spaces
with and without pipeline relations, which can improve the speed-up and solutions quality.
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Further studies on loop unrolling can reveal conditions that create bottlenecks in unrolled
loops, which prevents further improvements in speed and hardware resources usage.
Leveraging such conditions can allow proposing methods to prune the loop unroll factor,
improving the DSE speed.
We also point out that the are other directives can be explored as “white-boxes”, each one
contributing with the local design space exploration.
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Acronym
BBO

speculative SDC
scheduling
Disable chaining

post re-scheduling

-O <level>
Scheduling

Directive

N/A

boll

boll

(0,1,2,3,s,4,5)
(dynamic, static,
fixed)
boll

Size

N/A

–no-chaining

–speculative-sdc-scheduling

-O<level>
-parametric-list-based[=<type>] compiler
flag
–post-rescheduling

Location

gcc specific
Bambu
specific
Bambu
specific
Bambu
specific
Bambu
specific
compiler flags

Note

Chart 11 – BBO directives and possible locations on the source code.

22 memory options

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Note

instruction
scheduling

memory

Acronym
IOC

Remove loop-carried
dependencies

Number of read ports
Number of write ports
Balancing floating point tree
operations
Const cache memory size

Memory
Number of banks
bank width
pumped

boll

int

boll
| n is int
int
(void, single,
double)
int
int
boll
2n

Source: Elaborated by the author.

–const-cache-bytes<N>
compiler parameter
before loop for each variable

before variable declaration
before variable declaration
–fp-relaxed compiler parameter

before variable declaration
before variable declaration
before variable declaration
before variable declaration

before kernel argument
before variable declaration in
argument list
before variable declaration

bool
int
boll

before kernel
before kernel
before kernel

(int, int, int)
int
(2,4,8,16)

Required work group size
Number of compute units
Number of SIMD
work-items
__local|__global
Pointer Size in Local
Memory
Register

Bounded to Memory
Bounded to Memory
compiler specific

OpenCL specific
Bounded to Memory
Bounded to Memory
Bounded to Memory

OpenCL specific

OpenCL specific

OpenCL specific
OpenCL specific
Associated to Required work
group size

OpenCL specific

before for loops
before kernel

factor 1 to N
int

Loop unroll
Maximum work group size

Note

Location

Size

Directive

Chart 12 – IOC directives and possible locations on the source code.

Memory access
optimization
Local memory
attributes

Data processing
optimization

Note
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Acronym
LUP

Size
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
boll
int
int
int
boll
boll
boll
boll

Location
tcl option
tcl option
-mem2reg opt option
-loop -loop-simplify opt option
-globaldce opt option
-std-link-opts opt option
-loop-pipeline opt option
CFLAG += -mllvm -unroll-threshold=0
SET_COMBNINE_BASICBLOCK
set_parameter LOCAL_RAMS
set_operation_latency multiply
GROUP_RAMS
set_parameter PS_MAX_SIZE
set_parameter PATTERN_SHARE_ADD
set_parameter PATTERN_SHARE_SUB
set_parameter PATTERN_SHARE_BITOPS
set_parameter PATTERN_SHARE_SHIFT

Chart 13 – LUP directives and possible locations on the source code.

Directive
function inlining
optimizations
mem2reg
loop simplify
dead code elimination
link time optimizations
loop pipelining
loop unroll
combine if BBs
Local memory
operation latency
merge memories
max pattern sharing
pattern share add
pattern share sub
pattern share bit ops
pattern share shift

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Note
LLVM option

TCL script

Acronym
VVD

int
n/a
int
int

latency
meta-data
depth
dimension

int ot floating options

boll

after loop declaration or function declaration
for kernel arguments, after kernel declaration

int cycle

stream

after loop declaration

int min, int max
boll
boll
int min, int max, int avg

12 modes
int
54 cores

after loop declaration or function declaration
after loop declaration
after loop declaration or function declaration
after loop declaration

int factor, 2 boll options
int instances, 3 types
boll

loop unroll
allocation
expression
balance
latency
loop flatten
loop merge
loop trip
count
loop
occurrence
protocol
interface

mode
depth
resource

after loop declaration
after loop or function declaration
after loop declaration or function declaration

int II, 3 boll options

loop pipeline

Source: Elaborated by the author.

for kernel arguments
for kernel arguments
for kernel arguments or arrays declaration or
function declaration
for kernel arguments or arrays declaration or
function declaration
for kernel arguments
for kernel arguments
for kernel arguments
for kernel arguments

after loop declaration

after loop declaration or function declaration

2 boll options

inline

Location

Size

Directive

Note

bounded resource
bounded resource
bounded to stream
bounded to stream

bounded to interface

#pragma HLS interface
ap_<none|fifo>
bounded to interface
bounded to interface
bounded to interface

applies unroll in the inner
loops

Chart 14 – VVD directives and possible locations on the source code.

scalar
interface

Loop
options

Note
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Acronym
VVD

Directive
interface

Note

Note

Chart 15 – VVD directives ans possible locations on the source code (Table 14 continuation).

Location

Size

array
interface

2 modes, int offset

#pragma HLS interface
ap_<none|FIFO>
bounded to interface

array_map

3 modes, int factor, int dimension

bounded to interface

bounded to interface

bounded to interface

for kernel arguments, after kernel
declaration
for kernel arguments or arrays declaration
or function declaration
for kernel arguments or arrays declaration
or function declaration
for kernel arguments or arrays declaration
or function declaration
for kernel arguments
after function declaration
after function declaration

3 modes, int factor, int dimension
2 byte_pads
clock name
variable name

after function declaration
after function declaration
after function declaration
after function declaration
compiler unsafe_math_operations flag

compiler
options

function

int
int II, 2 boll options
int factor, 2 boll options
boll
boll

array_partition
array_reshape
data_pack
clock
function
instantiate
occurrence
pipeline
unroll
data flow
balance float
point ops

Source: Elaborated by the author.

